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Categories and homology theories

Jon M. Beck

This is areport on recent work cf G. Segal (Oxford) and D. Anderson

(La·Jolla) which is an 'interesting application of the work on cohe
rence of natural isomorphisms done by Mac Lane and his school~

Let C be a.topological category) that i8, a category object in the

category of spaces. Let Cn be the space cf sequences of n composible

merphisms in C., Ii'ac~ ope~at,ors,.6 i : Cn -+- Cn- 1 are given by

. {'(f2 , ••• ,fn )

öi (fi"" ,rn' = .. (f1 ,·· .,fi +1 ••·• ,fn '

. " . (f i ,··· ,fn - i )

and degeneracies by, inserting identity maps;

i o' e:
i = 1, •.. ,n-1

i n

in particular C is the
0

s~ace ~f obj ects of C ~ .~h~ classi~ying space Be of C i5 ttie geome-·
tric realization cf .this·simplicial space:

BC =Jlbn x Cil ..~ (simplicial id~ntifications)
n~o ~ .

.~~e: ~unc~or B :, (categ9ries) ... (spaces) prese~ve,s coproducts, fil
tered colimits and finite limits. It converts functors inta con

~~n4ous., ~~ps a:nd ~atl:lral' .t:r:ansformations into homotop1es.

For example, if C i8 a monoid M, BM is the steenrod-Rothenberg
Milgram-Eilenberg~MacLaneclassifying space of M. If C is all fini
te'':''dimensional inner' product· spaces over the complex numbers with

isometries 'as morphisms" then C is a union of uni tary groups, and

Be = ll"~u~.

Cis a multi[!li~ative category if there is a coherently unitary anee

associative Q0 : C xC", C. Since B commutes with finite products,

GD induces an 'infinitely hom6topy unitary and associative H-space

structure (t: : BC x Be ~.BC. Indeed let A(n) be the component of

the fre~ mu~tiplicative category generated by objects Xi~ ... ,Xn

which contains the word ( ... (Xl t.B X2 ) 0 X
3

) (!) • · .xn ). The A(n) form

a categorical bperad (without permutations) over which C i5 an al-

gebra ~ : A(n) x CO -+- C. By MacLane's work, A(n) ~ 1 is a catego

rical equivalence. Thuß the BA(n) form a contractible operad in

spaces, and the classifying space functor gives the true H-space
structure BA(n) x Ben ~ BC~
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It i~ ~ell.known that, on the basis of ~acLan~'s work, the rnultipli

cative category C can be replaced by an equivalent C' whose equiva

lent mUltiplicative s'tructure is strictly unitary and associative.

Thus BC can be replaced by the t9Pological moneid BC', where cf cour

se umönoid" means":space acted upon by the operad 1. However, commu

tativity isomorphisms can not be chased from the scene so easily.
- .

As 15 curreht in algebraic topology, we call C permutative if C is

mu~tiplicative and.there is a coheren~ commut~tivity isomorphism

c ; X·Cl) y ~ y <3:) X. This means that there are actions j:; ; E(n) x
1 •

. cn:-:t":C: of the permutative operad (prop) {E(n)}n'~ 0' where E(n) is
. .

.. the·component of the· f~~e permut~tive.categoryg~nerated by Xl~~.JXn

"··cohta.ihing Xl til ••• ~ Xn . By MacLane, E(n) + ·1 is an equivalence.

Thus Be 'is not merely a nomotopy coriunutativ~'H~·~p~ce. I~. is in fact

· 'o'peratea on· by the 'c'~ntractible operad BE(n), 'and\ is thus a homotopy

: ""1.~.\l!yerN~h~ng. ~-.f?pace . ir:t. t'he sen.s~of Boardman!""Vogt J ..ha,ving infinitel~l

.many higher ord~r commutativity homotopies •
• • :1- • [.-L. t'" ... + _ ~ • - • ~

:Permutative categories give rise to homology theories'. Let Be also

.~' de:not~ th~ functo:r'· (r'i~ite sets with ba'se point)":' (spaces) fcr which

"~. ~(bE") ~(n) ~ ': ~(6~.•..~) ;.the' coproduct 15 that of' ~~rmutative categories,
i ~ ; ~;.:.' ;. ' . .;. ..:. ~. . . L;.·.... -:" '. ; • '. . ~ . ~ . ':. .'.: :;' . .' .. : .. .

, ,. ..(BC) (So) = .BC~ So. being the o-sphere •.Puttin~ argu~e.nt·s =. 0 defines

a canon-ical permutative functor C~•••.:,tC + C x •••. xe. By MacLane ~

'~~'-'~'cthi~ ~l·~_.1:~a'ih':··kn 'e'q"1'1\ial€nce of c~tegories.·· Th~S: ,aC; tran~forms sums

-:.·-··;~'ihto··: .pr~d.ti~·.ts Ul) to" 'h6motopy ~~.··Tni~s (hOmb-log~-.;.i~i'ke behavior iso ex-

, ":pressed' by A.riderson in' sayfng that Be 15 a 'e'hain functor '(Segal: r-
: spa~e) •. ~e,t 1:1,8 also write ~C : (spa.ces) + sp~.ces) ror the topologi

"cal·di-re.ct,l~r;nit Kap extension. By continuity there are always rnaps
AABC (X,), ..... B~ (AI\:X), hence BC (X) + nBc (SX) (the. suspe'nsion of X). Ta

avoid complicatio~s or left'de~ived functors we adhere in the sequel

, .to cell compl:.exes ·and categories with sirnilar goo.d topological pro
perties. . ,

Th~ 'functor Tr~~C(X) is a homology theory on the category of connec

ted ·spaces.' Its '''group completion'! lT..l\BC (X) ... TT~BC (SX) gives a hono

logy ~heory on all.spaces. The sequence BC(Sn) i8 an n-spectrum.,
,that is, the first arrow

Be = Be (So ) ... n Be ( S1 ) + n
2

Be ( s 2 ) + •• • • •• .

is group completion and the others are weak homotopy equivalences.
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n .
Note that niBC(S } = 0 for i < n, which is useful. This spectrum gi-

ves the same homology theory as the Kan extension BC, and of course

gives a cohomology theory as weIl.

AB an eample, let C be finite dimensional inner product spaces with

direct surn as the permutative structure. Then Be -+ QBC(Sl) maps

J..L BU into a space of the homotopy type of Z x stable EU. The lat-n

ter space i8 familiar in complex K-theory. The map on n o is additive

completion N + Z. Ir instead the permutative structure arises from

the tensor product. then noBC + nonBC(Sl) is multiplicatiye comple-~

tion Nt + Q; of the positive integers. In fact nBC (Si) is the rati-.

onal completion of jlBU • Other K-theories can be obtained by using. n
PL or topological rnaps of euclidean spaces.

Tne category C 'of finite sets and isomorphisms with disjoint union

. ( 1as permutative structure yields Be llBSn + nac s ). The latter

sp~ce has the homotopy typ~ of QSO = lirnk-+oonksk by.the theorem of

Barratt-PriddY-Quillen. The (co)homalogy theary determined by finite

sets' is stable (co}homatopy. Using the cartesian product structure

of finite sets J. Tornehave (Aarhus) has abtained categorical models

of BSG(localized).

On the other,hand, ordinary homology r H (X,n A) comes from an, p+q=n p - q

abelian topological group or monoid A used as a category without

non-identity morphisms and the addition as ~~rmutative structure.

Ir coherent commutativity isomorphisms could always be made strict

(i. e. into identity maps), then the'classifying spaces BC of such

categories would have the homotopy types of comrnutative tOP010giCa14lt

monoids. A famous theorem of J. C. Moore's would then imply that

they were products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, which is known not

to be the case far most of the above examples. Thus commutativity is

essentially more serious then associativity. It is reflected in the

existence of extraordinary hornology theories in t9Pology.

The work of Anderson and Segal will soon be pUblished. In the mean

time Anderson's announcement may be referred to in the proceedines

of Nice, 1910. Related werk on algebraic K-theory due to Quillen

may be feund in arecent velume cf the Annals ef Mathematics.
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J. Benabou

I Langage.

Soit P la categorie des ensembles preordonnes. Atout couple (~fR)

.~ ou Q est une categorie ~ produits finis et R: ·CoP +P est un

fonctur on associe un langage:

1) Variables: Pour chaque obj~et X de Q on se donne un.ensemble

Yx deo ".variab~es ~e T~pe X". Si X " '!, Vx () Vy : 0. On note

V =. UVx ' et·Pr(V) 11"' ensemble des parties finies de V.

2) Termes: L' ensemble T des termes, muni de deux applications'

'~signature" 0: T + Pr(V), et "type" T: T + abC se. d.efinit

inductivement par: .

(i) Si x €Vx' x est un terme et aCx) = {x}; T(X) = x.

(ii) Si t 1 et t 2 E T~ alors (t1 ,t2 ) E T et o(t1 ,t2 ) = a(tl)ua~t2)

et T~tlJt2) :' T(t1 ) x T(t2 ) (produit cartesien dans f)

e (iE) Si test un terme et f: T(t) + X·une fleche de Q. alors ,t(t)

est un terme, a(f(t» = o(t) et T(f(t» = X.

3) Formules: ~es form~~es atomiques' sontles r(t} ou test un·terme

et r ~ R (T(t». L' ensemble F de formules est construit a partir

des formules atornQues de constantes logiques Vx et FX (x~ Ob(Q»

dites "vrai" et IIfaux" dans X, et de formules·t 1 ~ t 2 ou

"[ (t 1) = T (t2 ) : X en utilisant les operateurs -"'" -t, V, 3x, \/x (x e V).

- 8 -
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4) Interpretation: Un terme t de signature a(t) = {x 1 '.·.,xn } et

de type T(t) = X est interprete inductivment par une fleche

I t I: X
1

x ••• x Xn ... X.

On definit le sous ensemble I de F des formules interpretables, et

une interpretation qui a toute forrnule A(x 1 , .. ,xn ) ~ I (xi E Vx .
1

associe un element IA(x1 , •. ,xn )1 t= R (Xl x .•. x Xn )·

11 Classification

Suivant la nature des symboles logiques interpretables on a une

"classification" des couples (~,R) dont nous donnons les exemples

les plus saillants.

1. Si toutes les formules ou ne figurent que A, les Vx et les ~

sont interpretables, on a une theorie equationnelle (an sens de
Joyal), a laquelle on peut associer de manier universelle une

categorie a l~m finies.

2. Si en outre les ~ Bont interpretables, on a une categorie
reguliere formelle, a l~quelle correspond de rnaniere universelle

une categorie reguliere.

3. Si toutes formules sont interpretableB, on a une categorie

logique rormelle~

4. Si pour chaque X e ob Q le foncteur R(Xx -) est representable,

et si (~JR) est equationelle, on a un "topos formel".

A chacune des situations correspond en outre un systeme deductif
qui perment d' avoir une 'nation syntaxique de consequence, au

moyen de laquelle on "transporte" dans chacun des cas "une partie"

des calculs valables dans le categorie des Ensembles.
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-Algebres non determiatique
par E1isabeth Burroni

Naus generalisons 18 nation de 1r -a1gebre, ou lrest un triple, par
eelle de :J>-algebre ou D: 1r.1ft est une "distributive law" de Beck:
e'est morphisme TA ~> T'A tel que les diagrammes"suiv~nt commutent

A IA TA TTA KA » TA

e lb T'b • DA"· Tb 1 lbX'A
T'A T'T'A K'A • T'A

ou T·= (T.i'-K). l' = (T' ,1' ,X') et D:-T o T' ,. T' o Test 18 trans-
tormation 'naturelle detini.sant·ID.

On obtient deli· caa particuliers in'terellsants lorsque:" .
-1f' eet .le.triple des parties: les alg~bre8 non deterministiques

(le8 automates non deterministique estle triple des" aetions d'un
. 0
monide) •

-'ir etir· .8ont taus deux des ,trip1es d'actions de monoids:

!!!_!Y~2!!~!!_!!!g_~iD2Y~:_!~_=2y~ay~:·

Si lJlaintenant J on remplace ~e morphisme b: TA ~ T' A par un. span
TA c-!- W'~ T'A, on peut generaliser j 1a lois les D - algebres
et les if -categbries d'Albert Burron~ (et donc aussi les "relational

.. algebras" deo Barr): on obtient 1a notion de lD-categorie. On peut

donner une definition plus agreable desD-catesories: lesID-spans
Bont des couples: TA <-!- W~ T'B. ce 80nt les l-cells d'une
pS8udo-eategorie· Span 00). Les monades dans Span 00) ne sont autres
que les ~-categorie8. (Une pseudo-categorie est une~ -"lax"-algebre
au sens d' Albert Burroni ouE est 1a theorle des monoides dans
~: "lax"vent"dire "a mo~iam.e prea, avec coherence").
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Applications of Category Theory to Higher

Dimension~l Formal Languages

Hartmut Ehrig (co authors·M. Pfender, H.J. Schneider)'

Formal languages and grammars have been generalized to higher

dimensions in order to solve generation·and recognition problems

of flowcharts, proram-shemes and netwer~s and to formalize trans
lations of pregramming languages.

1I1e give a categorical construc'tion of graph-grammars using 'morPhisma
.; '-.

and pushouts which generalizes several ether (non-algebraic)

.concepts and is in fact more powerful •. Many problems ~rising in
that field can be solved usirig category theory, e.g.:

- construction of direct derivations (using.coproduc~s and pusho~ts)

- ~ecognition (decomposition of pushou~s)

embedding cf derivatiqI?~ :(compcsition cf puSh~ut~)

- series and parallel cornposition of derivat ions (derivation

categories being a generaliza~ion of free strict rn6noidal

categories which are used in the classical case)

- formal translations (special functors)

In this abstract we can only give the construction of direct
. t

'derivations togeth~r. with an .example, f1rst for the case of unabeled

graphs:
A production p = (tB< tp K pt > B~1 in Dur sense is-not
only a pair cf graphs' (IB,B') but also a specification .af vertices

and edges of 'B resp. B' given by an ~uxiliary graph K and a graph

morphism 'p: K'" 'Bresp. p': K+B'. e
Given a production p = (tB< 'p K p' > BI) and an~enlarge~

ment" e = (K __d_> D), i.e. a graph D with injective graph morphism

d, with the same K we.get a direct derivation

(p, e): D il ~ B > D II Bi
d,tp d,pl

from the pushout DU' B to D Li Bt. Conversely a graph H can be
d, 'p d,pt

directly derivated from a graph G if there is a production p and

- 11 -
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- anenlargement e such that G is isomorphie to D ll. 'B and H is iso
d, 'p

morphic to D II :Bt
• - ". •• :.,.-: ~]_.~

d, "pt

We don't want to distinguish-isomorphic graphs, because the

pushout-construction is only unique up to is~morphism.

Given a production p = ('B <- - 'p- K _P': ->B') (first row of' the

diagram below) and an enlargement e = (K - ~> D) (Middle ~olumm)

we have the graphsG = D Ll 'B and H = D Li B' in the second row of
d, 'p d,p'

the left and right hand side respectively:

i
- - __ .1

- - ------
I 1'~' f

. 3 t P , j -"'-, ,h' . .
1-- -71 "~

:2~~3' ~.i
L . _

,
, 'd>
J.,

l
d I...,

t- - - - - - - - --j r - - - -- - - - -:
1x I: {

I / t d (1) t· - ·f

I (~d~) /':l~'~: __ ~: t;L':;:'~ i
I \L . p' I ~! \ ·
I · Y / : I .y}

J V I I J..k,i
t • Z "I'z

,__ - :_- ._-" 1_- _

t -.-

~ -:~_: 11
I 2 ..
~ .

•

------1

! I~\a:
I '2 ~ b l
I '3 .:...CJ

I
'dl

.J..
,------1
I x ,

I +a I
I /J,~ I
I {.b ·c I~ _

I \1 / 'P
I J.V I
I·z I
I J

In fact we have treated the case of labeled graphs. ~n this example

only vertices are labeled by symbols of.~J~he set (a,b,c,r,g,h,i,x,y,z}.
We have given labeled graphs ('B,'m) and (B',m') 9ut'unlabeled K
and only partia"lly labeled (D,ni), so that we get unique labels on

G and H.
The general construction is the following:
Given a pair cf alphabets n = (OE' 0V) a labeled graph (G,m) is

a graph G = (E ==~ V) (E: edges, V: vertices) together with a pair
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cf functions rn = (mE' Mv) mE: E + OE ~:'V + 0v ' i.e. m~rphism

m: UG + n in the category Sets2 of pairs of sets and mappin~~ U
being the forgetful. functo~ Graph +~Sets2.

Given a injective graph morphism d: K + D UD is the coproduct
(disjoint union) of UK and D := UD" U(d(K» in the category Sets 2 .

Now in the labeled case a production

p' = {(' B, 'm) < I P K pI> (B', m', ) )

has labeled graphs ('B".'m), (B' ,m') and an enlargement

e = (K _d_> (O,m»

has a partial labeled graph (D,m), i.e. m: 0 + n in sets2~
We construct the labeled graph (G,rna) in two steps (similar for(H,m H»:

1. Pushoutconstruction in the category Graph

K
o'p

> 'B

1
,

d p.o. I
\
Iv

D - - - - - -> G

2. Construction

UK

Ud 1
UD

of the labels in the category Sets2 :

ij'p >',U'B

I

p.o. , 'm
~

------> UG
'~~,

'" ......
- ~'5

D ------m-------> n e
First we get a unique mD ~y the universal property of the coproduct
UD = OUUK induced by m and 'm·U'p. By the universal property of.the

pushout we then get a unique mG induced by roD and 'me

. Moreover the result can be stated as a pushout in the category

Graphn cf labeled graphs. On the ether hand this constructien

gives the labeling in the example abcve.
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J. Fisher - Palmquist

Fer 8 finitely bi~complet_e closed category" y we define the Brauer
group .9f y. B(Y)~ This definition depends heavily on .the calculus
Morita contexts given by-J. and P. Palmquist which ~an be sunnnarized

d d
8S follo.ws. A y-Morita context 18 a cospan M = (Q1 e..-L->" Q <~Qo)

in the category of smail y-categeries in.which the set of objects

cf Q 18 the disjoiitt uni0!l ofthe set :of objects cf 2.0 and Q1 J and
a -map or Morita contexts .18 amap of cospans. Moritacontextsand

, ·their'maps torm a cat~gory denoted bJ ~ which 18 equipped with four
.d1 doendofunctors. po~ M = (Q1 --,---> C <--,---' ~) ~e have the transpose

'd d' ,-
~t· M. M+ ~" (2.0 __0_"->. ',2 <__1_, Ci); the oppesite of MJ

MO =(Qf--"~Qo.~., ~)j the. iett identit~. of M. Ö~".;";;: ''::1

- ;

1 (M)= Q1."-> Q1 GD Q. <- C1 ) 'w~ere ~ i8 a y':'category with two

o~jec~s 0 and 1 .an~ Q' Ci,j) = I~- the unit ~bject cf V, for all i
and j. ,= 0, .1; ~ t'h~' r,.ight· i~~n~i.t;J .ar M, reM) ,=' .1CMt .)_.. ·

Ir -~ ~d Mt ~~~~r~ta conte~t~ such that ~(M) =. l(M'),. we· define

M ~ Mt- by fir~t t8king.the composite' of M and M' aa cospans
-.' , I

(Q1 -->Q ~ Q <~.~) and then letting the middle category of .

M .. Mt be tlie' 1'\111 sUbcategory of C LJ C' with cbjects the disjointmior
- C -

• - 0

er 1Q11 an~ 12.01 •. _A Morita ,~.?ntext M, 1s defined to be _8 Morita
equivalence if has a right ,-and lett i;-inverse. This inverse will

t t ~t .
necessarily be M i. e., M ~=- M ':!;! l(M) and M .. M :a r (~).

'In M there i8 another composition which we might call vertical
eomposition which i8 always defined and i8 ass~iative and commutative
up to isomorphism. NamelYJ if M = (Ql + Q .+ 2

0
) and N = Q1 + ~ + ~)

are Morita centexts then MON = (f1 e!!1 + X + 20 e ~) where !

i8 the full subcategory of QeQ with fibers Ql ~ Q1 and fo ~ Qo·

- 14 -                                   
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The two eompositions are related by amiddIe four interchange law.

!:1 becomes asymmetrie monoidal category with p as the tensor produc-:~.-

We use the one-to-one correspondence between monoids A in y and
one object y-categories [A]. The enveloping monoid of A, he ,

corresponds to the y-category [A] ~ [AJo. We denote the y-funetor

8ategory y[A]bY VA • The center of A is then the center cf the V

category where the center of a y-category ! is defined by
Z (!).= JA !(A.A). We have Z (A) = y!e (A.A). Ir Mon (y) is the

monoidal catego~y with objects the monoids of y and maps the monoid
isomorphisms, there is a map of symmetrie monoidal categorie8

tp: Mon (y> + ~ given by ",(A) = ([AeJo + ~ ... [Z~A)J) where 2.A is

the full subcategory cf yAe with objects A. and Ae • The' monoid A

is said to be Azumaya if ",(A) is a Morita equivalence and A is
central, This is equivalent to the functor Ae : y + VA e being an

-equivalence of categories. Another equivalent condition i8 that A

is a y-atom, the functor [A e] • y induced by A is dense and the
canonical map Ae~ y (A,A) 18 an isomorphism. We consider objects'

B in y such that the functor [y (B,B)] + Y induced by B is y-~ense

and B i8 a' y-atom and ca11 these objects y (B,B) - I-prodense, We
let Ao <Y> be the c1a8s cf objects Y (B,B) where B i8 Y (B,B) - I _.
prodense, while A (Y) i8 the elass cf Azumaya monoids, Both A(Y)
and Ao (y> are closed under e. Define an equiva1ence relation ~ on

A(y-rby"saying Al "'-'A
2

i~ and only i~"yAl f;"eq~i~~~~nt·t~:-yA2

'This is equivalent to the existence.of Al and A2 in Ao (y) such

that Al @ {}l ~ A2 ~ °2 , Let B (y> the Brauer group of V be the clasf;

cf equiva1ence classes with group operation ~. The inverse cf el(h)

i8 el(Ao) and the identity is cl(I).

Let Y' be another" bicomplete closed category and T: V + V' a stricr.
map cf monoidal categories. If T preserves atoms and coequalize~.·.:

and there exists an isomorphism KB : T(Y (B,I» ~V' (TB, TI) for
each atom B in y. which i8 natural in B, then Tinduces a group

homomorphism B <Y) ~B (!'). As a consequence we see that B induce~

- 15 .-
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a functor from the category cf commutative monoids in y to the

category of abelian groups where a map cf commutative monoids
t: R + S in V goes to B (VR) + B <yS) by the map induced by the
left~adjoint-orVt • -

Ir v is the categcry cf left .R-mcdules, B (y> is the Brauer group
cf R as defined by M. Auslander and Goldman [T~ans. Amer. Math.
Sec. 97 (1960),367-409]; if,Y is the category of sheaves of mOdules
over a commutative ringed space (X, U), we have' B <y> ,ie the Brauer
group of (X, U) as~efined by B.Au~lander [J. cf Algebra, 4 (1966),
367- 409] ; if Y is the category o'!, z/2.i graded.. R-modules ,M with: R a
cc~utative ring ~o~centrated at zero and eymmet~i~ homomorphis~

c: MeM; '+ M~M def.iiu~d 'bY c(_')··~ ·(.:.1;6m·6in·•.. (m 3m) ror homogeneous

elements mE M and'rn' ~MI cf degrees ß m and ö ml
, respectively,

then B -(Y> iso the 8rauer-Wall group cf R as defined, in Bass
[Lectures on Topic~ in A~gebraic K-theory, Tata I~~titute, 1967].

, -,"
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§Q!!1~_E!:QE~r~~}~,~_~i~~!:~!!2g_'~'~~_!}~~~~~!_~~!!1~~~_Qgj~Q~-~9_2_~2E2§

Godelieve - Van de Wauw - Oe ~inder

We consieder a topos E with'a natural number object (NNO)
- :!.

1 (» N 7> N •.

We. use the:' conc~pt: r~ Intern,al lanquage of a ,t.opos n, and inter

pr·etation··of formula~ and ·t~I'ms of that lanquage on morphisms o'f

the topos.'. This is ~ Sllec~al ease of what Benabou set up a.bout':

"Deductive categories"~':~~n',the interpretation IA(x>1 of A(~) _

tactors through 1 truÖ~\.~:> .. ~, we will denote th1s by t-xA.~x)
and say: A(.x) is interna~:~f' ~~ue in X (ar simply: iso int~rnaily

... .r :
true).. '1. '1. .

l',
·For each X and Y a Ob (EJ ~p.e· following formuias cah be interpreted

on morphisms: r1' oe y x n~(~:'~)' + 11: "R lall.relation (resp. function.

monomorphisms J epimorphis}Jll.,i~omorPhism) from X' to Y' Ir.

. . n X X n X --... nOX .. yI will denote the eorrespop(1.irj.g morphisms: u u"""

by' Rel (resp. Ft J Mono J EP'~,' Iso).

Y
{2

R f; R~l (X', Y') <==> R is a relation from

X' to Y', and analogously for Ft, Mono, Epi, Iso.

We haVe the proper~y: For R >---> X X Y, X'>---> X,

y' >~ Y we have I-"'R ~ E Rel C,.XI
'" .'-y'" ) if and only if. R is.

the graph of a relation between X' and Y' .•

The last result holds also for Ft, Mono, Epi, Iso.

Concerning the NNO we have: N· N >-----> N Je N is the strict<pr1 ,8+>
order relation.

It '8 caracteristic rriap is ~ )t NI~ Cl

We can consider the corresponding map N>~ oN.
seg

Por each 1 ..!-> N, seg" e p is the name of the subobj ec t i."

Segp >--> N.

- 17 -
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Results:

N -----> aN is a monomorphism.seg

2) Concerning rirst order intuitionistic aritmetic I proved:
- all axioms are internally true in E
- for all rule$ (R) of deduction cf the form:

Ai' . • • • A'ft ° (R)
B

we have:if rx 'A i , ~X An' then ~ B ror a suitable X.
1 . n

We express this by: R is internally valid in the topos.

Using t~e theorem of Gentzen that 'each rurmula which is a theorem
in.first order classical aritmetic and does not contain 3 or v can
be deduced 'in the intuitionistic system, we have the result that
such a' 'fomula is °Internally valid in the topos.

3) I deduced that certain rules'of induction of classical aritmeti'~:l

.~~ncerning.to~mula's with. one· or more ·va:riables, are internal1~'

valid in the tOPOB~

Using these tools I derived further (between other results):

4 ) ),.JlN P ~ q A q ~ P -> P = q

5) ;,"...NP < q ., P =:11 v.ll < P « 18 a total order)

6) ti~N'J&N lt<P + q ;.<-> [?c< P v <3y } (y < q ~ x = p + 'y) I

Consequence: ror 1 -L ~ N we have: p U q ~. p:q
7) i detined··· a morphism N"N

(segpx Beg q, seg p.q)
. Consequence: tor

> .JJaN"N such ~ - ~. Iso--(1-- u~ . tha-e- N-N - ~

l' -L~ N we have: p x q~p=:q.
q

8)

9)

In

."~.N _NICN C7 E Mono (seg P. seg q)-> p~ q

o"N-N .-NIlN C7 EIsa (seg p, seg q)-=> p = q

fact, 9) is a consequence of 8) und 4). Consequence of 8):

Ir 1 ---E-. > N and Seg > (I > segq then p~ q for the canonical
q > p mono

order relation on HO~ (l,N). Consequence cf 9): Ir 1~ N arid
q

Seg p ~ > Seg q then p and q are the same morphisms.
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Distributors and Kan-extension~

by Roswitha Harting

Let ~ be a complete and cocomplete symmetrie monoidal closed category.

A U-d!stributor ~: A ~> B is a g-bifunctor ~oP.~ ---> ~. If
J

J: ~ ---> ~ is a Q-functor denote by ~J: ~ ~> ~ and ~ : ~ ~ ~

the ~-distributors given by ~J(B,A) = ~. (B,JA) ~nd ~J(A,B) =

~(JAJB). Ir ~: ~ ---> ~ is a ~-distributor~ call ~ representable if
~ = ~J for some J: ~ ---> ~ and eorepresentable if ~ ~ ~J for some

J: B ---> A. In the situatio~ ~ ~> B 4IJ:
F~

C

we ask whe·ther ~here are g-distributors B ~> ~ er Q~> ~ whose
representability or corepresentability would provide the U-Kan-coex

tension (EJ'(F): !! --> f-, n: F -> EJ(F) .J).

In the bicategory ~(Q) if ~: ~ ---> ~ i~ a ~-dis~ributorJ let

~,- denote the right adjoint to ~.-

Theorem 1:

~F
J'.

~ -4-> ~ is corepresentable, i. e. ~ ~H

for H: ~ ---> f, irf H is the g-Kan-coextension EJ(F) and EJ(F) iso

preserved by all U-functars ~(-JC): f _.__> ~op'

Theorem 2:
J - J

If ~F·~ is representable, i. e. ~F'w = ~H for H: B ---> Q, then
H is the ~-Kan-coextensienEJ(F).

Corollary:

In the above situation, EJ{F} is absolute, i. e. for any.~-functor

G: Q ---> Q, EJ(O.F) = a.EJ(F).

Theorem 3:
Suppase EJ(F) exists and is preserved by the U-functor

f{C,-): f ---> !! far each C € Ob C.

Then ~F:~J ~ ~EJ(F)'
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The above theorems have the following corollaries:

Corollary 1:

- J' ~~, H
Ir ~F!~ = ~H' then ~J\. ~ ~

Corollary 2: Let ~ -L> C be the standard factorization

J'\~ / F
C

of an arbitrary g-distributor ~: B ~> C

Then ~ is representable irr the ~-Kan-coextensionEJ(F) exists and
is absolute.

For example, if Q = Ens, ~= !, Then ~ is simply a functor

Cop ---> Ens. In this ease Corollary 2 says ~·is representable irf
the eomma category (Y,~) has a terminal .object.

Corollary 3:.EJ {F> is absolute irf it is preserved by ~very U-func

tor QCC,-): f ---> ~.

Let2.,.be .!!.-cocomplete and s:uppose F: ß. --> 1ft is a~ ordinary fune-
-tA A -

tor. F" induces a !!-functor F :!-"->'" f, Wh"ere~ is the free U-cate-
gory generated by ~. Denote by T: !'---> ! the g-runetor induced by

! -"--"> 1. Then we have

Corollary 4:
The rollo~ing are' equ~valent:
(i) colim F is absolute

(ii) eolim F is preserved by each g-~unctor.

~(C,-): 2..---> ~

(iii) 4lF ,·41T is representable

.' T ."For ~ = Ens, ~F·~ (C,*> 18 the set of the connected eomponents

no(~,F) cf the comma-category (C,F). In thisway ~e obtain Pare s
description cr absolute colimits by"means of connected components.
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z. Hedrlin.

The research in the category tbeory continued in Prague in the
l.~st years - among othefs·.~~ in ,t'he fol1owing WE'.ys: .

~'" I

~) investigation of systemi.or morphisms which need not be closed
under composit ion, ?

ab) mo~~ detailed questions ~Q9ut connections between category ~

theor~t ~,d set theory wer~;"'studied

c ~ ..~.@plication cf .categeri.C'al. methods to ether fields.

4) Define a pres~ ~ in.,~he s~me way a structure is defined
'in [1] omitt~g the assumpt,,:ipz1 that identity morphisms anti com

position 'must beleng to t.~~ '~lass. Obviously, the de.finition cf

extension does not dep~~ on thes~ assumptions and we can d~rine

"ft has an ex~ensiOri..",,~to ~f2" '-wbich we' abbreviate' by f 1 e f 2 •

Detine a ~estruc~u~' !(2)bi by: the objects ~re trip!e~ <X.o1 .o
2

>

where 0 1,02 are binary operations on the set X. f: X + X'

carries a morphism fram <X,01,o2>.into <X'.~01i~2> .irr it is.a

homomorphism fram <X .01 '02> i~to <X; ,01JO.2.~ . ifr it is a homomor

phism trom the algebra <X,01> into the ~lg~bra <~t;~2> •

Theorem. Under (M). f e !(2)bi tor ever=.prestructure !. A theory~

ef prestructures'whic~ can replace !(?) 1 in. the theorem was -

developed. Moreover, similar theorems were p~oved ror morphiams

which are carried by relations.

b) The remaining implication in the equival~nce

~(2) i8 a superstructure <==> (M) holds

was proved in [2] by L. Kucera and A Pultr~
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Define a sequence {ia(~)} ror a structure ~ by: ia(~) i8 the
"cardinal" of the class of all non-isomorphie objects in ~ ~hose

underlying set has cardinal a

Theorem.- In finite set theory, there is superstructure, whose {ia(~)}

is bounded by 1.In the ~inite set theory, {ia(~)} is not bounded

tor any 3uperstruct~~~ .~.

Investigations or the assertion "The big discre-te. C~~_~gor~;lllas a full

embedding into category cf algebr~" viewed as a set theoretical

axiom has ·been carried by V. Koubek and A. Pultr •

. ~eth?ds were,~eeked. hQw to work in finite ~lgebra if the absence

. _.of fr~e -obj ects' doe's- not permit. us to use adj oint functor methods

(V. 'MUli~r).

-. .

c ~.- Jetany new :a~~ebraic' .and: tOPologi~al structures have been 'proved
o~.~isproved to b~. superstr~ctures in the seminar of' V. Trnkova.

elosely eonnect~d result: J. Sichler proved that the structure· of
·commutatiV8,·ri.ngs witb. unit is a ~uperstructure.

:::: ..

. Every m-~actofizat~~~'of th~ categ~ry or' sets and all.m~ppings was
prov~~. to ;~e. ~onc~e.t~ b'y V. Koubek' ~nd J. Reiterman '(se~ [1] ).'

-", .\.. r _ :.. ~:~ =.: '. ~ . ~. . ... .". .... r ..

·l~l· ~,~ ,",~rl~, Ex~en8ion8.cr s~ru.ctures and fU'11 embeddings
• ...:• <L. • ." _:.. .~. • • , •• . ' -. ••'9'.- ~~~'gC?r~e,8.::Pro~. Intern•.Cong~. ,'of Mathematicians,
!f~~~~'1'979 .,.(aaith~~r-V~llars, pa~is. 1971). - .
... . ,,. .' .. "" ... .

[2] L. KuEera, A. -Pultr, Non-algebraic '''concrete - categor-ies,

tIt· J. ot Pure and Applied ~lgebra 3 (1973), 95 - 102.
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Topological ~tructures

Horst Herrlich

Part I: Relative topological functors

A functor T: A + X i5 called absolutely topological iff each class

indexed cone <= s~urce) of the form (X,X~TA.) can be lifted T-ini-
1

tially (in the sense of Bourbaki). Such functors have many proper~

ties (e. g. they are faithful, absolutely cotopological, detect and

preserve limits and colimits, preserve and reflect monos, epis, and

bimorphisms, have a full and faithful lari and a full and faithful ~'

rari). But the forgetful functors Haus + Set and Un~f + Top are not.

of this kind. ! is called a (~, ~) - category provided ~ is a class

ef !-epis and ~ is a class of cones in ~ such that every cone in !
has a (~, ~) - factorization and the (~,.~) - diagonalization pro-

perty holds in !. A functcr T: ! + ! is called (§, ~) - topological

iff each cone cf the form (X,x..ii., TA.) in M can be lifted T-initi-
1 -

ally. Such functors are faithful, detect limits and.celimits,have

a l~ft adjoint and induce on ! the structure of a (~TJ ~T) - cate
gory with ET = T-

1
(g), M.r = T-1(~) r. {T-initial cones}. ~quivalent are:

(1) ~. is (~, !1) - topologieal, (2) ~ is a "(,~T' !iT) - category and ~

h~~ a l~rt adjeint with front adjunctions in ~, ~3)'the~e exists an

absolutely topological functor S: ~ ~ ! and a full embedding E: ~ ~ B

of ~ as a §s-reflective subcategory of.~. ~n.~mbedding T: ~~! ef

an isomorph~sm - clQsed subcateg~ry is, (~, '!1)", ~ topolog"ical if~ ~ is

a ful~, ~ - reflective subcategory of !~ 'A (gJ ~) - topological func
tor reflects isomorphisms ifr it 1s equivalent to the embedding of

a full ~ - reflective subcategory.

Part 11: A concrete topological category over Set

A nearness structure on a set X i5 an element t of P3X satisfying

the following axioms (where Cl and 1Y denote subsets cf PX):

(Ni) na:.tj~·CZe. t
(N2) if a corefines .& (i. e. for each A~ a exists

Be..t.;. with BcA) then t,..6, i implies aE ;
(N3) ~E. a ~ a ~ "E;

(N4) Axiom of infinity (Ol~ and $4= f,; )~{AUBI

At:. Ol and BE~J ~ ;.

(NS) {cltA IAell}t:E; =>ClE( where eIE; A = {x €. xl {A" {x}}E t}

- 23 -
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A map f: (X,t) +tt,n) between nearness spaces is nearne~s preser

ving ifr (1E t=> {fA IA E:.Cl }e n. The corresponding concrete catego
ry Near has the following properties: (1) the forgetful functor
U: Near + Set is absolutely topologieal. (2) Near contains the cate
gories ~, Contig, and Prox as full bireflective sUbcategories.
(3) Near contains the category cf topological Ro-spaces as full bice
reflective subcategory (a slight enlargement e~ Near contains Top
as full bicoreflective sUbcategorYL Equivalent descriptions of~
can be obtained by axiomatizing the cencepts cf "uniform covers"
(cf. lsbell and Morita) or of collections cf sets containing
arbitrary small members (Katetov)
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A Catego~ical Concept cf Ccnnectedness.
R. -E. Hoffmann. ',;.:"

Summary

An object C of a category Q is called a Z-object, i~f Hom(C,-) pre

serves coproducts, C is called Z-generated~ iff C :'JLLJ" C. for Z-ob
1€ 1.

j ects Ci' the class of Z-obj ects is denoted by 'B(f), the class of z

generated objects by Z(C)(for-the corresponding subcategories the
same symbols are used).-Q is called based. iff Q has coproducts and4IJ
every object cf Q is Z-generated.

In Top (topological spaces and continous maps) Z-objects are the

non-void connected spaces (non-void, because an initial object in a
category Q is not a Z-object), analogously in Cat (small categories
and functors) and Graph (directed graphs) the non-void connected
categories, resp. graphs are the Z-objects. Far a group G (G)En~

denotes the category cf G-sets: the transitive (or simple) G-sets

are exactly the Z-objects, in the category qMet of quasi-metric spa
ces (two different points may have infinite distance or null distan-

'ce) and non-expansive maps Z-objects are those non-void spaces with

finite distances only. Cat, Graph, [G,Ens), qMet, and espec~allY Ens
i8 a based category (Z-objects in Ens are final objects), but Top
i8 not. There are negative criteria (existence cf a null object or

of a strictly final object) that exclude the existence cf Z-objects'
in the categories cf groups, etc., and of upital rings too ({O} is

strictly final)~ in particular if both Q and QOP are based categories,

then Q is equivalent to the final category ! · 411
A based category Q 18 exactly the universal completion of its basis
B{f) with respect to coproducts, the functor B(Q) + 1 obviously in
.duces a coproduct-preserving functor f + Ens (because B(Ens) = ~),

and if, in addition, f has a final object t, one has the following
adjunction S ~ L where L i8 the left adjoint to Hom(t,-): Q ~ Ens.

A cone {fi:A i + A}iEJ is ~alled a Z-systern, ifr every Ai is a Z-ob
ject and ror every Z-object C {Hom(C,fi)iEJ is a coproduct, Z-sy
sterns are uniquely determined (up to ••• ). In Top a Z-system i8 the
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family of connected components, in a based category it is the
(unique!) representation of an object as a coproduct of Z-objects.

Let f have coproducts, then Z(~) + f is coreflective, irf ~ has Z
systems. (tor eve~y object). Ir Q has colimits, Z{f) + f is closed
under colimits. This prov~des a~ idea for an existence criterion

tor.z-~ystems: if f ha~ an (~~~-Mono)-factorization(diagonal con
dition). if the class er Z-cbjects is closed under ~-"quotientsn,

if f is ~-well-powered, and if ~ has colimits for connected .diagrarns
T:t + ~ with M-transition morphisms (i. e. Tp E ~ for p E E), then

,every object A E Q has a Z-system {fi:Ai + A}iEJ and every f i E-~.

A category Q with coproducts is-based. irr Q has Z-systems and
. B<2.)" ... 2. i8 dense.

Ir (T,~.~) = n i8 a monad in a based category ~ such that T preser

ves coproducts, then Qn i5 based too (e. g. Cat over Graph, [G,En~

over Ene), since ro'r a _smal~ 'category ! [~,Q] + [Ob ~ ..f] =QOb .~
. is ~nadic. a~d a PQwer ~r a ba~ed category iS'~ased too (its basis

is ~ co-power o~ .t~e or~ginal basis). [!.~]i~~~ased (beCause.~ is)
<.e~ ~. GraPh. =. [. + • JEns]) It In a p'ower or Ensvhas the follow1ng
characterizat.ion ,cf "cQP~oduct~preBervinglttriples:

Ir V: 2._':+ Ens~ (tor a set_ M) 'ie monadic and preserves; coproducts,
then there-ls·exaetly.one (up to ••• ) category ! with Ob ~ ~ M and
an 18o~orphi8m-~ ~-I!,En~ .such ·tha~ -the following square commutes:

~

) [~,Ens]f.

V J 1Evalua~ion- E~8M {Ob ~,Ens)
::
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Affine Parts of algebraic theories

by J. R. Isbell, M. I. Klun, and S. H. Schanuel

1. The affine part of a varietal theory Tis the subtheory A on all

the idempotent operations of Y .

Theorem. For lf finitary, every !-algebra is embeddable in the A-al

gebra underlying some lr-algebra.

The proof proceeds by representing any A-algeb~a as F/R for some

free !-algebra Fand congruence relation R. F embeds (since ~ .... lr )
in a free Ir-algebra G. Extending RcFxF to a lr -congruence R on G, .~..
one wants a, a' E. F, < a,a J > E ft, to imply < a,a' > € R. From the

form of congruences it suffices to prove that given w(Yl' •.• 'Y o+Q)eFp ,

Zi = Yi for i SoP' < Yi'Zi > ER for p.< i S P + Q, then

w(zl, .• ~,Zp+q)E Fand< w«Yi»' W«Zi» > ER.

One expresses Yl' •.. 'Yp in terms of finitely ~any free generators

x1 , ••• ,xr ,. by Yi = "i«x j ». The r + q - ary opera~ion ~ defined by

w(n1 (xl'··. ,xr ),.· 0. ,Tl p (X1:, ••. ,xr .>, Yp+l' ••• ,Yp+q ) i5 readily checked

, to be. idempotent, whence the result follows.

The theorem fails for infinitary lf, specifically for lf prese'nted

by thre~ oper~tions a(x1 ,x2), ß(x1 ), a(xl~x2'••• )' and three laws

a(x,x) = x,

B(a(x,y» = ß(a(y,x»,
a(x,ß(x),ß(x), ••• ) = x.

We have not determined the affine par~ ! of that 0 ,but it has a '•.
specialization presented by two operations ci(xl ,x2), w(x1~x2J••. )~ .~

and laws as follows. (1) Two laws: a and ware idempotent. (2) One

law: w(xO' a(Y1,zl)' a(Y2,z2)'···) = w(xo' a(zl'Yl)' a(z2'Y2)'···)·

(3) Uncountably many laws: w(xO'x1 ,x2 ,···) = w(xO,x f (l)' xf (2)' ... )·

whenever {C} u {all .f (n)} = {all n}. The specialization takes Cl to a

and a ( J ß( ), ß ( ) , ••• ) t 0 w. I t ha s a model 0 n A =
{a1 ,a2, .•• ,b1 ,b 2, .•. ,O} with idernpotent operations Cl and w such that

a(a i ,a i + i ) = b i , a(a i +1 ,a i ) = b i +1 , w(bf(O)' br (i)'···) = bf(O) when

the range of f is finite, and all other values of operations are o.
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If this A were embeddable in the ~-algebrä underlying a lf -algebra

one would have

S(b i ) ~ ß(d(äi,ai+f» = S(a(a i +1J a i » = 8~bi+i)J

whence'S(b i ) i8 constant and ° = W(blJ~2~b3'~ •• ) = a(b1 ,ß(b2),.,.)

a ( b1 ' ß(.b1 ) J •• • ) _. = b~ J a contradicti0 n .

2. For rinitary. lr JA + Tr determines adjoint functors F-iU (SA' S~J.

A€ IsAt is embedded in FAas (Ft}-l(xo ) where t: A + AO, FAO i5

(like-AO in SA) free on one generator x , and the diagrams Y ... Z
. 0

1It isomorphie with FA + FAo ean be eharaeterized. but not eonveniently.

I~ lris the theory of'gr~uPSJ .or any other th~9ry ha~ing exactly
one constant and admitting an interpreta~ion of the theory 'of loops
in it J the canonical representations of !-algebras Y + Z'are all
surjective Y'+ Z (Z free on one generators) and also 0 + Z (0 being
F 0 for the empty affine algebra 0). Up to isomorphism these'dia
grams, exzept 0 .. Z, are the ~ame as short"exact sequences
o .. K .. Y + Z ... 0 (Z -fixed as before, K, Y arbitrary)·. The underly

ing set of the !~algebra A is equipatent with K~ For the ~heory o~

groups, these extensions of Z by K may be described as K togeth~r

with an arbitrary automorphism a of K. If a is i~ner, the ~-algebra

is just UK.

Portions of the description in case of groups generalize. More eco
nomical representations of· A as a fibre,"

° + K ... Y + Z + 0,
correspond (when T has just one constant and interprets loop theory)

to ideals J of Y orthogonal to K. J an ideal. means the. comrn~tator

GJ,Y] C J (commutator after Kuro~, here defined as done by Livsic,

Calenko J and Sulgeifer in Mat. Sb. in 1961.J). In ease of graups, .

J 1'\ K = 0, J)+ Z imp1y J is Abelian J and whenever J is Abelian it is
central in Y. Hence for groups (since J~ Z also makes J"cyclic)
these J. correspond -to central elements of Y not in K. The smallest
positive value of € : Y + Z on the center cf Y is the index n(A),
A' can be represented as.a fihre h-1 (l) for h: 1+ Z , if and only

In

if n/m.

For any such theory 11, if Z can always be reduced to O,.i. e.
every A has the form UK, then 11 is a theory of modules.
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For theories of modules T, lr and Aare reversibly related by simp~

le constructions, A i5 the affine ~art of 1f , lf is the coproduct of
- k

~ with the theory f of pointed sets. Hence both (and the ring of
scalars) or neither are finitely generated -- and the same for fi-

, nitely related. The minimum number of generators is not interesting,

if finite. it i8 2 for rand 1 for ~. The minimum number of rela

tions is very difficult. It i8 the same for A as fo~ " , and for
the ring Z or Z Tarski announced in Hannover 1966 that the numbern .

i8 1. The minimum arity for generating operat~ons is 2 for 11. For

~, it is 3 if Z2 is a homomorp~ic image of the ring of scalars,

otherwise 2.

The affine part of a fini tely pr.es~nted theory need not be finitely

generated or finitely related.··~wo non-isomorphie affin~ theories
(even non-synonymous in the,sense of K. de Bowere, Indag. Math. 27

(1965~ 6~2-6~9) ~1' Ai can ha~~'iso~orphie~copr6dueb~with i·
The example for the last assertion i8 found in the theary ~ on ope

rations a k of arities k = 2,3, •.. , with axioms

k( . ) =
,a xl,.··,xk-l,xk-l xk- 1 '

k k
a (x 1 ' ••• ,xk ),: a (xl'.· •• ,xk-2'xk'xk_l)'

k+2 \ k
a (xlJ"~Jxi,xi,xi+2J •• ') .. = a (xlJ ••• ,xi-l,xi+2'.")

rar ~ S k - 1. The sUbtheories.A. 6n operations a k with k = i (mod 2). . -1 - .

are non-synonymous since !l J has a 5ymmetr~c two-element model but

!2 has not ~ However, in !:U,f.
k k+l ~a (x1 , ••• ,xk ) : a ~ (O,x1 , ••• ,xk )

and
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G.M. Keliy

11 A doctrine D is a 2-monad on a 2-category, usua11y on Cat.
Our doctrines are "strict": D is a 2-functor, the unit j: 1 ~ D
and the multiplication m: 02

-+ D are 2-natural (= Cat-natural)
transformations, and the usual equat·ions are satisfied on the

nase. A D-algebra (ar D-category) is a category ! with an action

e: D! + ! strict1y satisfying the usual axioms. A D-morphism (or

D-functor)~ however, 1s·a r~nctor ~: ! + ~ together with a natural

transfo~ation l:

D! e > A

. (1) .~ 1 i~r
.. ·O!! , > B

e

8.atfsfying the two. obvious axioms (one for m anQ one for j). With
a' D-natural transformation between ,D-functors defined in the

.. obvious way, we .get a 2.-category D-Cat. There i5 a .sub-2-category
D-Cato obtained by taklng on1y the strict D-runcto~s, i.e. those

,tor which ~ :~s the' i~e~tity•
. '

~ Ir in (1) '! iS.the free o-category Dl, with e = ml,.we can
comp,ase (1) with Djl: .Dl...oPlj since m. Dj = 1, the top leg i8 just

~ I while the b~ttom leg is the strict D-functor e l
• D~. DjlJ = S

say ~ The2-~ell i' ..Dj 1 is a D-natural transformat~on n: 5 =-=> <p ,

'.and i.~ i8 easily seen th~t this, 1s the coretlexion cf the D-functor

~ .into the. strict D-run~tors D1 + ~.

II Let A: ·MD + DM be a distributive law between two doctrines' on Cct.
It 18 well known that D litts to a doctrine on M-Cato ; in fact it
1irts to a doctrine ~. on M-Cat. A '~algebra is a category ! which
:is both a D-category and an M-category, the two structures being

related by a two - cell sUbject to four axioms. Such D-algebras
are in fact the K-categories ror a certain'doctrine K on Cat;
those' D-algebt:as in which the 2-cell is the identity are the algebra.~
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far the doctrine DM on Cat; Since every DM - category is a K 

category, there is a map of doctrines ~: K .... DM.

TQ~Q~~~_~~_!D_~9~_~_:_~e~~gQ~l_2f_~~9Qf~~2~2r§_9[-~J.~_~~_r_~_p~

~~_e_rgf!~2~!29_QD~Q_e_~f~!!_~~Q~~!Dg~·

Proof outline Let $: DM"+ K be th~ unique strict mörphism of 0
algebras induqed by the obvious doctrine map M .... K. By the defi- .
nition of 'D and K, ~ is in fact a (non - strict) K - mo"rphislIl. _

Clearly $$ = 1. It is easly seen that the non - strict K - morphism

$4>: K .... K (wi th domain the free K - algebra K) has strict corefleci'ion

1: K ~ K. Thus we have the compalison 2" --cell n: 1 ==> ~~, amd tne

proof i8 completed by the easy verifications ,that ~!} = 1 and n~ = 1.

~ Cemmutative monads (= monoidal mona,ds) have been discuss~d. by

A. Kock. Far doctrines one relaxes the commutativit~ condition~

allowiDg the appropriate diagram to commute only up to an iSO)TJ(rrphi,Sl'n:

subject to two coherence conditions.

rQ~Q~~~_g~_~g~_P_2~_~_~2~~~e~!y~_g22~r!~~_~~~_h~~M Q§_~bg~~29~~i~~

!bQ~~_e!g~2~~~_~r~_~~~~~r!g_~2DQ!g~!_~~~~gQr~~~~_rh~~_~~~r§_!~_~

2~~Q~!g~!_Q~2~E!~~~!Y~_!~!_~~_~P_:_~~~
. "

We can therefare apply Theorem 1 in this case. A K - category rtow

admitsan 'alternative description: it is a D - category ~ which

is also a monoidal category, and each A 0 -: A + A is enriched to

be an an op - D - functor (i.e. the' 2 - cell'goes in the opposite 4It
- sense to that far a D - functor.). tJloreover (A f1rj B) <8' - i8

(isoiliorphic te) the composite?f A & - and B® - as op - D - functors:
and I 8 - is (iso~orphic ta) the identity as an op D ~ functor. The

r~nal axiom is that, if one makes - e B inta an op - D - functor via

the symmetry~ then (Ae-)eB and A~(-@~) are suitably related;
this "suitablyt! refers to the isomorphism occuring in the commut.

ativity condition far D.
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There are many examples of commutative doctrines: for example these

whose algebras are a category - with - a - monad J or a category 

with - finite - eoproduets J or a eategory with - all - colimits,
or asymmetrie monoidal category.

In this last ease D is Mitself; and a K - category has two monoidal

structures ~ and ~J tagether with natural transformations (not

necessarily isomorphisms)

d: A C8> (8 ~ C) .. (A (g) B) Ef) (A ~ C), e:A~N+N,

•

where N is the i~entity for ~. Such structures have .. been considered

by Laplaza.Coherence in.categories, Lect. Notes in Math. 281, and'

the above axioms reduce precisely to those he imposes.

~ Let Cat/Cat be the 2 - category of categories~ Cat, so

that an object is a eategory ~ with a functorr: ! .. eat.

Let {Cat, catJ be th~ 2 - ~ategory of endofunetors cf. eat. There
is a non - symmetrie monoidal closed structure on Cat/Cat J whos"e

tensor preduct is denoted by·. The well.- k~ewn 2 - functor

F : Cat/Cat .. [eat, Cat] earries • into compositien. Call a .-monoid

:··n in Cat/Cat a club; it is earried into a doetrine .Q by F. In fact

Cat is embedded in Cat leat J and" D is nothing but 12--. The doctrines

which arise in this way from clubs therefore have very concrete

descriptions.

The doctrine M' for symmetrie monoidal categories arises from a

club ~; and the original coherence theorem of MaeLane may be seen

as asserting an equivalence of categories ~ ~ ~, where K has the
natural numbers as objects and permutations a5 maps. If D in theorem

2 comes f~om a club Q, then K comes from a club !j and theorem 1

then takes the more conc~ete form .that 4»: ~ .. Q .!1 i8 a" reflexion

onto a full subcategoryor In Laplaza 1 s ease. we have fP: ~ + ~.~~!. f.;
being astriet K-functor, this is iwmediately calculable on the

generators cf !.
Since ~ is a ref1e~ion, two maps f,g: T + S ~n ! have equal

realisations in a model ~ (i.e. the diagram eomrnutes) if and only

if 4»f=~g: provided that d and e, and hence the realisation ef n,
are isomorphisms ir. A. The same is true for any model A if S :1•..=
actually lies in the-full sUbcategory M0 M of K. This 18 essentially
the result of which Laplaza gives a comb1natorIal proof.
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Formal Theory of free-completion monads
Anders Kock

Monads öf the said kind are examples of the kind of abstract struc

ture (T, y, m, A) described below, their- "w~ak algebras" (in the
sense below) are, in the application, categories &quipped witb a

not necessarily associative choice of colimits. We display the data:

1 '1__-.., T ~ TT

yT
T ---"i:T-~ TT ,
'_._~y~

where T is a 2-endofunctor on a 2-category (for the application: one~
Cat), y and mare 2-natural transformations, and A a natural 2-cell,

satisfying three equations (see (1) - (3) below), whose essential
content is that T~*mT provides a coreflexive adjunction between

m and Ty.

Out of these'data, one can construct an invertible 2-cell

mT~m ~ Tm~m

which makes (T,y,m). into.a monad "up to isomorphism". One can prove

~any coher~nce statements about a. One can then rar this monad talk
abqut ("weak1t

) algebras (i-n the Eilenberg-Moore sense J hut only as-

.sociative up to coherent isomorphism). ~ one'can discuss objects A

with an action

AT~A

which is left adjoint to the unit A Ay} AT by an adjunction which

~rises out cf A in much the same way as the adjunction between m and

Ty. Such AT ----J A we call A-modules (precise definition in (4) and •
(5) below). Formal computations on 2-cells then give:

Theorem AT~A is a weak algebra iff it is a A-module, i. e. x is

. l~ft adjoint to Ay in the way specified by A if and only ifx makes
A into a weak algebra (the associativity 2-cell for such one being

uniquely determind).

In the application (T,y,m,A) is one of the free-completion-monads
of the author (see Limit Monads in Categories, Aarhus Prepint 1967).
The weak algebras far these are categories equipped with some choice

x: AT ---4 A of colimits. That this is so follows from x being left
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.- adjoint to Ay (which we know from the Theorem) •. The maps f between

the underlying objects of free algebras, far which a certain cano

nically constructed 2-cell

AT fT A'T

xl ~ 1x'
A--r-> A'

is invertible, are in the application to the free-completion monads

precisely the eocontinuous maps (not necessarily preserving the~

~ colimits).

We give here the precise equations assumed for (T, y, m, A), as weIl

as for the x: AT ---+A.

(1) ).~m = 11T

(2) TA*mT*m = 1m
(3) Ty~T).*mT = 1Ty

and for x:

(4) Ay*x = l A
(5) A).~xT*x = 1x

It is possible that one ean get away with fewer equa~ionsJ and that
one may replace ). by other elements cf structure. Recent work cf

Zöberlein seems to indicate this (he worked in~epepdently aIong·si

milar lines). However, for the free-completion monads, ). is a very

natural thing, namely in some sense ~he generic inclusion of colimit

diagrams into their colimit.

The full details can be found in My:

Monads ror which structures are adjoint to units, Aarhus Universitet

prepint 1972/73 No. 35 (January 1973).·
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Homologisation de Categories Pre-Regulieres
-----~---_._~--~-~-~----~-~~~---~-~---~----

R. Lavendhomme

Dans des categories cornme celles des groupes '. des groupes topo
logiques, des espaces vectoriels topologiques, on sait que la
nation de conoyau n'est pas bonne en ce sens qu'elle ne mesure
pas adequatement l'ecart au caractere epirnorphique. Dans le cas
des groupes, on peut dire que- le "vrai" conoyau de f: A + Best

l'espace homogene (B,f(A». Nous avons montre en [1] que cela ~
fournit une algebre homologique acceptable pour les groupes.

Dans quelles categories peut-on avoir 'une teIle construction et
cela conduit-il a une bonne notion d'homologie?

L idee consiste a travailler modulo un ideal. Soit" a un ideal'

de C, on dit que i: Kx + A est un ~-noyau de x: A ~ B si i est
un mono et un a-mono et, si tout'y tel que xy E a se factorise

par i. (On dit que i est un a-mono si iu E a => U E a). On de

finit dualement 1: a~conoyau 5: B + Qx de x.

On definit alors l' a-homologie d' un couple (x,y) tel que yx

soit dans· a par le diagramme suivant:
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Quelles qualites doit verifier une teIle homologie?

-al On dit que l' a-homologie est nette si s6'c et i 6 Bont des

isos.

b) On dit que l' a-homologie est categoriquement bonne si (x,y)

est a-exact (i. e. i
3

et 53 sont des isos) &Si les Hi sont dans a.

Cette exactitude categorique ne suffit generalement pas. On dit

que (x,y) est fortement exact si K est une image de x.
c) Soit J)'une sous-categorie de ~. On dit que 1 1 a-homologie

est 1) -bonne si pour taut x de .D J (x,y). est fortement exact ssi
les Hi Bont dans a.

2. Probleme d'homologisation

On peut maintenant poser le probleme d'hornologisation. Une so

lution du probleme d'homologisation pOUr ,une categorie ~ avec

z~ros consiste en la donnee d'un foncteur f : r. -t- ·t1et d'un

ideal a de ~ de teIle maniere que:

a) F seit pleinement fidele et injectif;

b) a () FCe) = F(w) (ou west l'ideal nul de t)-;

c) l' a-homologie de ~Isoit nette et categoriquement'bonne >
d) l' a-homologie de t:1

soit ~-bonne pour une sous-categerie

J) de t l
contenant F( C) .

Supposons que t soit une categorie avec object nul pre-regu

liere (i. e. ~ a .des limites et colimites finies et a la pro

priete de factorisation de tout morphisme en un epi regulier

suivi d'un mono). On aalars une solution du probleme d'homolo

'gisation pour t' ; elle se construit comme suft:

a) Pour r-'~ on prend la catego~ie t', des' paires de t' dont les
p

objects sont les monos de ~ et les morphismes de i vers i' s les

carres commutatifs fi = i'f'.

b) L' ideal 'a de t'p est forme des morphismes (f, f') de i 1 : A' -t- A

vers i 2 :B' ~ B tels qu'il existe fl:A ~ B' avec i 2f 1 = f.

c) Le foncteur .F :. e ~ Cp associe ä f:A + B le carre

f

1o > I
=====0.
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d) Comme sous-categorie J) de ~ il suffit de prendre la classe
p

des morphismes (f,f') ou f' est un iso (ou meme un epi regulier)~

3. Slii te langue d' .a-homologie.
Dans 1a sit'uat'ion decrite en (2) ci-dessus, 'on verifie que l' a

homologie est fonctorielle et que pour toute suite exacte courte

d' a-complexes de ~p on peut construire les morphismes connec

teurs et obtenir une suite langue d' a-homologie.

G. Van den Bossehe a obtenu des conditions necessaires et suffi

santes Bur 1a categorie ,e pour que) pour taute suite exacte caur- ai
te de complexes de t, 1a suite langue d' a-homologie de ~ soit 'I'p
a-exacte. Indiquons seulement ici des conditions suff~santes.

Theoreme

Si 1) ~ est pre-reguliere avec zeros a factorisations conorma1es,

2) tout morphisme .d'extension dans test un iso, i. e. si on a

......,

o --> A~ ß1·f~ c
". ~

~8'-
---> 0

avec des lignes exactes, alors fest un iso;
3) les images commutent aux changements de base monomorphiques,

alors, pour taute suite exacte courte de comp~exes de ~, la

suite longue d' a-homologie correspondante de ~p est a-exacte.

Outre dans les c~tegories abeliennes, ces hypotheses sont veri

fiees dans les categories des groupes, des groupes topologiques,

des groupes topologiques separes, des espaces vectoriels topolo-

giques, des espaces vectorie1s topo1ogiques separes, etc. tIt
Le present travail a ete fait en collaboration avec G. Van den

Bossehe.

[1] R. Lavendhomme, "Un plongement pleinement fidele de la cate

gorie.des groupes 1t Bull. Soc. Math. Belgique J (1965) 153-185.
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Cche~ent Topos: Algebraic Geometry = Geometrie Logic

F. W. Lawvere

In 8 baSe topos S with natural-number-object, the fundamental con

tradiction between finite jim and (internally) filtered 1im.g~ves

~i~eto two'1nteresting classes of adjoint pairs of functors between
large categories I ~: Pairs in which the left adjoint preserves fi-

nite ,lim( Itgeometric,~') and pairs in which· ~he right adj oint preser
ves· tiltered .~ ~·'~~lgebraicn). Topoi over §. are the categories be
tween wbicb geometrie. 8pjoint pairs appear most naturally whi1e 10

c&11y finitelJ presentable categories over 2 (in sense of Gabriel 
ULmer) are appropdate tor algebraic adjoint pairs. Adjoint pairs

_wich belong to~ classes go most naturally between large catego

'. ,riea~ OV~_~ ~ wh~Ch ~re topos, locally finitely presentable ~ in
whic~ ~~~ finite presentabili~y is compatible in a, certain sense

. ~i~~:. !~nite #J:!! : these are' .thecoher·ent topoi of SGA 4 § 6 in which

: . ~. ~ot~n~1eclt ~ Verd~er .ShoW· ·tib~.t Top coh I~ ~ Pretopos . (§.)OP by _

c~~.c.t~iz.i~ the small categories arising as the co~erent obj ects
in a cOhere~ ~OP08 in one: direction and by tak~ng 8h~aves w.r.t.
tin~te coverings in the opposite direct10n. Apretopos is just an

exac' eategorj:in the sense of· Barr which mo~eover has finite co
product8 which are ~i8joint and universal. Refining work cf G. Reyes
(which in turn was based partlyon work cf Volger and Joyal) we
point out that such a'pretopos T can be considered as the "Linden
baum category" of an intuinistic many - sorted' first order theory

. :tn wtiich = ,·1, 'I ," ar~' u~edfor forming. wfs but whichmay also have
.'J ..1110118 -cf the to~ A...... ~. The corresponding··coherent topos may be

considere~a~_~~~ category T~[M] cf "variable sets" obt'ainen by ad
joining an inderminate model M of the theory T to the category cf

set,. Models (T.!.) ~ :TOP / ~ (!,~[M]) for any topos! over .§J so
~bat .a c~ntinuous f~mily of models of T parametrized by ! = a sheaf

. .,o.f models' cf T over !. "See also Wraith' s ps.per in this cellection .

. ;. :De Signes theorem that a coherent topos' has enough poi·nts~

completeness theorem cf logic.
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Categery Theory in the System Sciences

E. G. Manes (in collaboration with M. A. Arbib)~

The abstract was written after the talk was presented and was infiu

enced by interaction with the participants. We also learned at this

conference that H. Ehrig and E. Burroni had done significant werk

in categorical automata theory.

A sequential machine: Q (set cf states)~ Xo (set of inputs)~

Ö : Q x Xc + Q (next-state function; the·dynamics of the system»)
T : 1 + Q (starting state), P : Q + Y (output). (For example, a te-

lephone: Xo = digits 0, .•• ,9; Y = {ring signal, busy signal, ... }). ~.. \
"Sequential machine'·' is the classical example. •

Let K be a category. Given X : K + K,· an X-dynamics i5 (Q"ö) with

Ö : QX + Q. The obvious maps, called dynamorphisms J give rise to the

category Dyn(X). X i5 an input process "if Dyn(X) + K has a left ad

joint. Further, X is state-behavior if there is also a right adjoint.

Conside~ the free dynamics'(I~, ~ ; IX@ X + I~) over land (if Xo .
is state-behavior) the cofree dynarnics (YX@, YX@X +. YX@) over Y.
By the universal properties there are dynamorphisms. r, 0

I I"l
) IX YX Ye y)

~. " f' //" r '·0
..... ;I" "-

..~ Q lc::'
Q

whenever M = (X,Q,ÖjI,T,Y,ß) is a machine (i.• e., X is at least an
input process, (Q,6) Dyn(X), tI-+- Q and ß : Q + Y). In the.clas-

Q)
sical case, K = Sets, X = - X Xc' I = 1; the object of inputs IX

is the free monoid X~ and r is the reachabilitl map in the sense ...

that r(x 1 ••• xn ) is the state reached if in~uts xlJ ..• '~n are app-

lied in that order. Thus f M = rß : IX@ + Y ·is the behavior of M (as
x·

seen externally). Classically, YX@ = Y 0 and o(q) is the behavior
resulting from starting in state q.

In automata theory it i8 important to know a specific (preferably

effective) construction of IX@. The recent work of Dubuc in con

structing free monads i5 useful because X + X@X + X@ i5 the free

monad over X.

*The research reported in this abstract was supported in part by

the National Science Foundation under Grant No. GJ ~5759.
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Physical systems give rise to sequential machines. The differential

equation q = f(q,x) (e.g. q is the position-momentum vector --the
sta~e of the system-- and X i5 the "input" of environmental and con

trol forces acting on the system) is linearized by truncating the

Taylor expansion cf f to Aq + Bx and discretized by assuming

q(t + 6t) ! q(t) + q(t}6t. This leads to the sequential machine

ö(q,x) = Fq.+ Gx where Q, X
O

are finite-dimensional vector spaces

and F : Q + Q, G : Xc + ~ are linear. Despite i~s oversimplified
appearance, this algebraic approach (conventionally taught in line

ar system~ engineering at the undergraduate level) leads directly
to realization algorithms successfully used in practice by contral

engineers. The categorical formulation is X = idK, I = Xa; if K has

countable copowers r§, then r§ is the free dynamies IX@, this being

the Lawvere simple recursive object 0 : I --- i§, s : I§ r§;
dually, X isstate-behavior if .K has couiitable powers.

Of course"a number cf standard theorems can be categorized. Minimal

realization theorems have been proved by Arbib-Manes, Bainbridge,
E. Burroni, Ehrig-Pfender and.Goguen. Non-deterministic automata

are studied by Arbib~Manes, Burroni and Ehrig-Pfender; the first
two show how Beck distributive laws classify the passage from deter

minism to non-deterrninism. A non-deterministic version of Alagic's
natural state ~ransformations allows a full treatment of stochastic

. .

processes. Hierarchies of natural languages have been related to
Lambek style Gentten cut theorems by Wand.

The crucial question-"is "will category theory.provide new insights?".
What has been"rnentioned so far is not convincing. One small con~ri

bution is a clarification of the ral~ of duality which has been con

sidered by engineers (a linear map IR" + IRm has a canonical" trans

pose IRm
+ IRn). In fact, assume K has countable products and co

products.and let X : K + K have a right adjoint X·. Then X is state-

behavior (rXO = li IX~, yx@ = TT y(x· )n) and we have the dual·

MOP = (X· ,Q,ö·,Y,ß,I,T) in KOP of the machine M in K. (MoP)oP = M,

also, we establish the rnetaprinciple that reachability and obser
vability are dual.

A more irnportan't insight J however, is that the Uobject of inputs"

is not predetermine~ by intuitio~. Engineers have assumed without

question that an input to a system is just astring cf input symbols.

- 40 -
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This works in linear system theory because cf a coincidence: the
~ountable copewer vectorspace X§ is in bijective corresp~ndence

o '
• ~ § ~

with the monoid x~ via xl ••• xnEX~ J--> x1 ••• xnOO •• t:. Xo . In

their' investigat ion cf "linear systems" cf groups:J Brockett and

Willsky in fact observed that the weak direct surn group built rin X~

produced reachability maps which were not group hom~morphismS, and
this is clarified gy the categcrical approach since the free product
X§ is not built on X·. To illustrate how this insight works, consi-o 0
der the sightly non-linear system q = f(q,x) ~ c + Aq + Bx + qCy.

A suitable categorical context was suggested by Geguen. Here, take ...
K to be the category cf affine vector spaces (the objects are vec-~
torspaces but the maps satis~y f - f(O) is linear) and define
X : K + K by AX = A e X + A + X where Xo is a fixed object. Then

,00

K has products and coproducts (the usual one~) and X has a right

adjoint. An X-dynamics ö : QX + Q corresponds to ~he discretization
of t~e system in question and the object of inputs is much more
complicated than X·.

. 0
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o~ the Inte~ha·l Completeness of ~lementary ~opoi;

By Ci J ~ MikkelBen

Th! reason rar studying internal completeness properties in elemen
tary topoi, is that it simplifies the accessto constructive proofs.

Let ~ be a fixed elementary topos. An ordered object (A,'seg) is

complete irr there exists' a contravariant orderpreserving morphism
in!: OA. A such that inf and 'seg are adjoint on the right.

Proposition. .{Dedekind ) Let ·(A, t seg J inf) be a complete ordered ob
j ect and ~: A • A any orderpres€.rving morphism then 4> has a smallest
rixpoint.

~ Let B > ! > A such that ch(i) = < ~, id > 'seg then

3 i' in~,. :s 3 i .3+ ·inf = 3 i,4>- inf ~ 3 i. inr. hence for Xo =

rtrueB~" .3 1" inf,xo'" = ~o. and Xo is smallest with ,the property

y •• S y~

Observe that ttiere are lIenough" complete ordered 0 bjects in ~, in-

"deed .the morphism" "x:nf}. ... n'" defineJ>Y nx = tseg.l1 fseg.I1{}" is the

inf corresponding to the induced ordering on Ox •.

Propo8itiotl~ The runetor 0:' ~op + ~ is tripable .".

~ The left adjoint is ~ 1.> ~op~ ·:clearly §.op has coequalizers

cr reflexive pairs and n- preserves thes~ coequalizers. Indeed, by
the' internal leck - condition we see that they are taken into con

tractible coeuqalizers, finally G reflects isomorphisms as .for any

morphiam f: A ... B 3r ~l1f, where 3
f

is c'onstructed as follows

r
3 r = tseg .0° . n B and as the functor x ~> _nx

J f 1-> 3r reflects
monos and epics.

Observe that this proposition tells,us that the algebrae rar the

~ . Ox nr
double dualization tripIe x ~> (} and f ~> 0 are exactly the
. -
objeots cf the form nX, ~ :.I~I. These objects have the following in-
ternal lattice theoretic description:

~: 4~ _.
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Theorem (Stone) The objects in E of the form gX, x E I~I are exactly

the complete atomic Heyting algebra objects.

Proof. Let (A,fseg, inf, .. ) be a complete Heyting algebra, and call

a global section ,-!.-> A an atom in A irr
, . d .& '"

(a) .~seg ~---> A <.aa l > > A-A ~> n
is a~ orderpreserving isomorphism. Equivalently an atom in A is gi-'

ven by a system of three orderpreserving morphisms

<------------
A

____________> n

<------------

. n(-)
<tseg. strA n ~seg., ,

<P_

<P! -t 4>" -t 4>.- arld <t>w preserves implication ..The equivalence is given

by a ~.<p"= <!a,id>::> and (4)!)$N-,cf>,.)~ a = true.4>.!
i

We can represent the"atoms of A by a subobject (A) T > A_> A

such that
HO~(,{ , (A)T) :: Atoms EI «A) x X).

- . - X
Explicitely Ch{i

A
) = <aJ!rtrue1>6~n where a

(A.Ch({}A» > comp. 'o{}Q, and as compatible atoms are equal (!) it

i A
follows that iA·~seg.n = {}(A)T'

Let ~(~) be the cate~ory of complete Heyting algebra objects and

morphisms (from A to B)

----------->
• cf>!4>: A < _

cf>-
----------->

B where •
<P'f

<P I -4 $'1 ..... 4>* and 4>" preserves implication. Observe that we .have the

following functors"

E ----------> ~E)

----~f

- 4"3 -
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and that '! has a right adj oint T: a (~) + §, indeed

n )( 4>0...--_> Y i ri (;t (~)

Y
A\*

--~!---> OX is cont. CO-COLt. and pres. ~

·-
x ept( Y-------> n factors iy.tseg

\" ~eg
\ y

\, ~~
(Y)T

Computing the end adjunction.

i y
I(Y)T~ ev ~ (:3i ..sup, ~seg n , ey.)

y ..
i y

we see that 3
1
.• sup. J,seg.O is cö-continous, and as
y .

i y . i
{} (Y) T· "3 i · S up. Jaeg -(2 = 1 Y• J.s eg •Q Y = {} (Y)T

Y
i y .

we have 3 i .sup. J,seg.n = 1dO(Y)T
i Y

As ~seg.O Y preserves implication we have that 3. . sup. is epic
1 y

irr· r-tru~(Y)T" • 3iy.SUP = e y • where Iy"'"'ey • thus taking this as the

definition of atomic (i •. e. "the sup of the atoms in Y is the grea

test element. in yn) we have established the theorem •

•
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Homological and Homotopical Applications cf Barrls Theorem~

D~ van Dadol

L~t ~ be a fixed (Grothendieck-Giraud) topos. Barr has proved the

following ~onject~r~ of L~~ve~e: there ~x~~t~ a complete Boolean Al
gebra Band a left exact cotriple G on ~ (= sheaves on B ror the ca

nonical topology) such th~t ~ e ~. We will write ~~~ for the
associated adjoint pair. Since ! is a Boolean (elementary) topos,

·Lawvere paraphrases this theorem by saying that any Grothendieck to-

pos has enough Böolean-valued points. One should be able to use this

theorem to prove. r~sults for gWhich up to now have o~~y been proved4IJ'
unde~. the assumptiön that ~,~as enough points, This pa~er presents a
few ti~rih ~öh~~qu~nc.s of ~a~r's theore~.··

Ir Th is a finitary theory, then the left .exactness of G implies
that it lifts to the categories'of !h-algebras:

s'
~---Q-'--->

___5 >
<--~Q----

•

Giv'en 8:n object. X, let (F1U'fX and (Q's'fx be the usual simplicial
and cosimplicial resolutions induced. by the cotriple F'U' and the

tripie' Q'S'" As examples of the kinds of homological theorems which
can be proved wit~ the help of Barrls theorem we offer the following.

Ir !h i8 the theory of Abelian groups and r v is the functor "secti
ans over V", then ror each Th-al~ebra P we have that H (rv(Q's'f p »

- n
is the n!h right derived functor of rv at P. Ir pi is another Ab-al-
gebra then Hn (Hom( (F'U')* P, (Q' Sl)* pt» is Extn(P,P I). The proofs of

these assertions.consist of verifying the axioms ror right derived
functors, and ultimately depend on the fact that epimorphism5 5plit

in]f. Ir Th 15 the theory cf-rings, R i8 a Th~algebra, and M i5 a

sheaf of R-modules then H1 (DerR«F1U')·-R, (Q'S'tM» is in one-to
one correspondence with the set,of equivalence classes of singular

extensions of R by M~ here DerR(R,M) is the abelian group of global
derivat ions of R into M. The proof of this result is based on the
techniques developed in Beckts thesis.

45 -
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Now let ZE be the category of simplicial E-objects and let
• ~ltEI.-;or n ~ o. 0 ~ k ~ n + 1. define- ~(~) to be the object

of open boxes with k-face missing. This 15 a certain inverse limit,

which ror a pointed topos is the set {(xo, •• ~,xk_l,xk+lt.•. ,xn+l)}

x. E t , 3.x. = 3. 1x . for i < J- and i ~k·j}. eWe will denote face
~ n 1 J J- 1 T

operators by 3, deg~neracy operators by 6.) Given a morphism

• -2->, in tE, say tha~ p.is a fibration if in the pullback

di.agram

,.
~p

1
the induced map t n+1 + P is an epimorphism. This definition

asr~e8 w~th that given by Illusie (Springer lecture Notes, vol.239).
oefine ~ to be a Kan complex if ~ + 1 is a fibration. These are
good simplicial objeots ror homotopy theory ~ecause for them,
"homotopy" is an equivalence relation. Tc define this relation,

3. a.
~ ~ 1-let Yio + t n+1 ~ ~n and Yi -+ 0+1 --------5---~ tn

6n- 1 äiän An- 1 ai Qn+l

be equalizers and let Y be the intersection of all these Y.. I~
~J

Let Y-... I >-> t x ~ be the image factorization,- if t is a
. \3_)( 3_. A ~n n
~.

Kan complex then I ==~ ~n is an equivalence relation., Given a

basepoint ~: 1 ~ t) let t be the intersection of the equalizers
3. n

Xi + In -+1~ t n- 1 , and define nn(~'~) to be the coequalizer

cf the diagram I f' ci' xi') -> ~.n n ---> n
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These are the homotopy sheaves of ~ relative to the basepoint ~.

They are the $arne as those defined by Illusie (ibid).

It ·is c.lear from -the definitions that Snn (~ , <fl) ~ 1Tn (34)> ,S41 ); and

thus various theorems concerning sirnplicial ~-objects can be proved
by proving them in EB. We will give two examples. Let Hot (EE)K

- - an

be the category whose objects are Kan cornplexes in ~' arid whose
maps are homotopy classes of simplicial maps. Then the quasi-iso-_

morphisms (maps p: ~ ~~ such that for each V in ~, and each base-

point ~: 1 ~ ~v we have 'JTn(pv ): 'JTn(~v,9)+nn (~v,p~) is an'isomorphisrn)
admit a calculus of ieft fractions. The proof ultimately depends
on the fact the pullback of a fibrant quasi-isomorphism is a quasi
isomorphism. It suffices to prove this inZB, and there one has
the long exact .homotopy sequence cf a fibration. This allows one
to complete the proof. As another example, one can define the

h
Hurewicz homomorphisms wn(~'~) 0_> Hn (~), where Ho denotes

reduced homology. If 'JTn(~;~) = 0 far n < k - 1 then Hn(~)' = 0

for n < k - 1 and hk is an isomarphism. Ta prove this, one uses

the fact that S reflects isomorphisms. Thus it is enough to prove
it in EB. There one ~an develop the theory of minimal sUbcomplexes,

and that allows one to complete the praof.

•
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The Internal and External Aspect of Logic and Set Theory in
Elementary Topoi

Gerhard Osius

Concerning the relation ship between set theory and elementary to

poi we consider two problems: (1) First a general procedure to pro

ve resu1ts öf set theory Ui~t.erflally't in a topos (internal aspect),
(2) Characterize certain topoi as "the category·of sets" arising

from (very general types of) models of set theory, thus generalizing

the well-know result from COLE-MITCHELL-OSIUS (external aspect).

To attack both problems by a common method, let us start- off with

an elementary topos ~ and recall W. MITCHELL's language L(~). L(~)

is a many-sorted language having the objects of ~ as "types". The

terms of L (~) are: (a) variables (of eac.h type),- (b) for any map

A L> B a unary operation f(-) from terms of Type A to· terms of Ty

pe B, (e) "ordered pairs" < t A, t B > of type A x B for all terms

t A, t B of type A,~.

Pred i·cates of L(~): Für any subobject A--.!:!-> n we have a unary predi

cate ( ) EAM for terms of type A. The Formulas of L(~) are given.by
the atomic ones using the connectives .., ~ ,,) V I::=:) and quantifiers

3AxA~ VAXA •

In L(~} we define equalitYJ membership and evaluation as follows,
I - 6.

(0 ) x
A = xA :~

<: xA ' x
A

> f (A")( A --> 0)·

Ci) xA t:XpA :~ < XpAJXA > E (PA I( A ~> Q)

(ii) f A(XA) = (BA)tC A ~> B) (x
A

)
B

Using MITCHELL' s internal interpretation of L(~) in ~ (with slight

modifications), which assigns to any formula ~ of L(E) with free
variables of types A1 ••••• An a subobject A1x ••• xAn D$~>Q we define

internal validity for formulas of L(~):

q, is internally valid iff 114>11 facters through 1 ~> n

Theorem: Internally valid are: (a) th~ (properly stated) axioms and

deductive rules of intuitionistic logic, (b) the axioms of equality

- 48 - .
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and ordered pair, (e) the following (properly statedl) axioms cf
many-sorted set theory with spect to =, E as defined in (0), (i):

extensionality, empty set J singletbn, union (binary and arbitrary),
powerse~J separation schema.

The importanee cf interna! validity lies in the fact that the mor
phisms A __f_> B in ~ are in 1-1-correspondence.to förmulas

~(xA' YB) of ~ for which . VAxA .3B!YB ~(xA' ~B) is internally valid

(via It ~(xA' )'13>11 = graph (f». 'rhis enables us to prove results

in I (e. g. eklstence cf maps, equality cf maps .etc.) by showing

that Some formula of L(~) is internally valid, and this contributes
to the problem (1).

As to the external aspect, let us from now on suppose that ~ is well-.
opened i. e. the subobjects cf 1 (called open objects) generate.

Then we can define an external interpretation of L(~) in ~ in the
following way: terms cf type A range over partial maps fram 1 to A

(calIed A-elements)"which can be considered as maps 1 ~> Aor

U~> A (U .open) which are related by the pullback: .

u,..!L> A

I .L nA
1 ~> A

(the operations on terms f(-), < - - > are interpretated in the
obvious way) For any A-element a resp. u we define, its support

1 jal:::lul > n as the character of UrY-> 1.

•

• Notes: a) the "restriction lt

A

Given any formula ~(xA ' xA J ••• ) with free variables xA , ••• xA1 2 1 n

and given Ai-elements a i (i=l, •.• ,n) we define the externa1 va1ue

14>(a1 ,,···an >1
1 > 0 in the external HEYTING-algebra ~(l,n) by induc-

tian on the length of ~ as follows. In the atomic ease la ~AMI is

1 -!-> A M> n where M is the existential image of A~> 0 under
nA ,..,.------> A. In the non-atomic cases we mention only two in detail

" ~(al' ••• Jan)1 .- i f$(a 1, .•• ,an )1 n I<al , ••• ,an>,
IVAxA ~(xA"al, ••• ,an) := inf (lai ~t~(aJalJ••• ,an)t)nl<al'··Jan>'

1-2....>A

and similar for A J'\/ r )\ 3

- 49 -
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through the term l<a1•••• ,an>1 = la11n ... n lanl is ess~ntialJ sin
de we went I cfJ (a1 J •••.an ) 1 c I a1 1n .,. () Ian I) b) t he ninf" i s . an "ext er

nal tl infinum in ~(1,O) which can be shown to exist (since E is well
opeh~d) •

We are now able to define external validity ror forrnulas cf L(§):
~(XA "'.XA ) is externall.y.valid ifr for all A.-elements a.

1 n . . . 1 1

'Ci=1, .', .~p,)~, ,( I<'al~" : ~an> J ~ 14>(ä1 ••• "an) I) = true. ~etween the in

," :iternal and external" interpr.etation of L(~) we have tt1e f~llowing

conne~tiorr; ,

Theorem':' For;,"any formula ~(xA •• :. ,x
A

) of':L'(~'> and Ai-elements
1. n

"ai:,:(~=l" • " "In) . we have:

, ,~(a 1 ' • '. •an) I = I, <a 1 • " • ; an> .E ' Ucf> ( xA ,.,. x'A ) 11
" ,,:, ',,"~ '. "~ n

As an eas1 c.oneequence we note .that the ',notion of internal and ex

tel'nal vali~i~i coine,itie". 80 that we can concentrate On internal

val~idity. -whi~ we already have studied .. Let ,US finally inäicate

h.ow the external interpretation contributes to our probl~m (2), Using

,:the s~~e ~.etho~ (o.! ,".tr-a~~itive ,~et~obj~cts") which w~, introduced

j.ft· phe.,~a8e,.tbat,! 18 well-PC?in.~~d. we .a_re to ~.dentify certain A
'e'le~ents,'~ith certa~n ~-ele~~~ts .(un~'e'~ certain conditions) 'and

thUB abtain fram the external interp~etation an actual HEYTING-va

lue~ model ror an appropriate sU~8ystem of ZF set theory, Throwing
in more axioms o,n E (es' g. existence cf a natural number object
etc,) gives raise to Buch characterizations as described in our
problem (2),

- ~ -
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Categbries with involution and isometrie kernals
Paul M. Palrnquist

Baer*- catego~ie5 are a convenient context to answer the three que

stionst (A) - 1s the passage fram a.unitary representation of a sub
group to the induced representation left (ar right) adjoint to re

strictiOn?; (B) - The' wellknown assignments from a Baer-"f- Semigroup
S ta ~t~ lattice L(S) cf projections, and from an orthomodular lat-

tiee L to its (universal) coor~inatizing'Baer - semigroup S(L)~

yeild isomorphisms L(S(L» ~ L, why not S(L(~}·) = ~~ (C) - Express
naturally facts about H~lbert spaces over the reals in terms of Hil- ~
bert spaces over the complexsj~ and similarly, for any two of the .-,
li~t: reals, c6mplexs," and quaternions.'

A Baer"- category has involution ( )": BOP .. B>' B~' = B, f~f'= fand

isometrie kernals kerl : K(r) +. dom (f), "k(f)*o k(r) = identity.
Examples are Hilbert spaces over A = E, C, or lH, and eontinuous A
linear maps, H(A); unitary representations of a locally G in H(A),
U(G,A); orthomodular lattices and residuated maps, RO; sets and re
lations, Rel.; and~funetors into.a Baer*- category and natural

transformations.

A Baer*- functor preserves kernals and involutions. Examples are

the five. natural functors between categories of Hilbert spaces dis
played in the'noncommutative diag~arn below.

H( :IR)

H (C)

~.!I~
t. H (JtO

~~/
H (C) •

Others are restrietion functors U(G,A) ~ U(H,A) when H i5 a subgroup
of G, the evaluation F r--> F(e) cf ~-funetors F into a :Baer*- ca

tegory, and the canonical representation of a Baer - category into
RO, sending B into its lattice R(B) of normal sUbobjects.
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In general, ir a*-runctor F has a left adjoint L, then it has a
right adj oint ( ).,f-o L 0( )~. Thus the answer to A i5 "both or neither".

Ir L 1s also a*-runctor, we have a Frobenius adjoint triple =
1f'= (FL,lJ,n) ~ G == (FL,lJ~n"":). Thu5 the answer to C is that the
five functors diagrammed above are*-tripleable (and~-cotripleable).

For example, the adjoint situation r ~ c generates a Frobenius
E

tripIe 11

0n H(C) yeilding a *-Eilenberg-Moore ~ategory which is the

ful~ subcategory of the ordinary E-M category with objects the self
adjoint algebras with respe~t to the involution (A,t: TA + A) --->

(A,(~ where E; ~ is the 'ir-algebra structure map corresponding to the
G-coalgebra (A,;*: A + TA). Problem B i8 put in perspective by ob
serving that every endomorphism monoid in a B~er~-category i5 a Baer~
semigroup, and that the canonical representation of RO i5 isomorphie

to the identity functor. Thus L(S(L» i8 isomorphie to. L. Conversely,
every Baer*-semigroup is embedded in its projection-completion Baer~

category. While the eanonical representation takes eentral automor
phisms to identity maps. Thus in general the hornomorphism S + S(L(S»

is neither injective nor surjective.
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Limits cf Protunetcrs and Representability

Robert Pare

Let land! be emaIl categories. The l~m cf a profunctor I ••••• >

ß generalizes the usual nation cf 1im when the profunctor in questi

on represents a functor ! + ! and the lim cf this functor exists in

!. The llm in the profunctor sense always exists. This paper studies

the relationship between representability (or partial representabi

lity) of prorunetors and their 11~ preservation properties.

A prorunetor ~ ••••• > (i. e. a functor ~ + ~) preserves all

emall 11m (in the profunctor sense) if and only if it is a retract

of a ,representable. If ! has split idernpotents, then a retract cf a

representable it itself representable. So assuming~ for now,. that A

has split idempotents, it follows that any profunctor with domain A

which has a 1eft adjoint is induced by a functor,and any functor with

domain ! which preserves all 11m (in the profunctor sense) has a

left adjoint (functor). This last statement is essentia11y Freyd's

"More General Adjoint FUnctor T.heorem".

Several II partial representabi1ity" theorems are obtained of the same

nature as the fo11owing nonadditive version cf Lazard's theorem on

flatness: A prcfunctor ~ ••••• > l1preserves all finite 11m if and 41'
only if it is a filtered 11m of representables.

A characterization of those categories l for which JOp - 1im cornmute

with !-11m in ~ is given in terms of profunctors.
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-Free tinitary equationally defined algebras in an

elementaty topos containing a natural·number object.

D. Schum.-cher

The eonBt~ction or ~ree algebras presented here was obtained by
~~an81'ting~. Harkloff's p~per "Eine Konstruktion absolut freier
Algebren" Math. Ann. Bd. 158 (1965) into the language of topoi. Ac
cOrdin:1given· a finitary type T = (n.) 1 < i < k °and finitely many

~ - -
eQuations first P~anoalgebra.s cf type t are constructed, then P~ano-

aigebras areoshown to b! free and fina11y the free equatio~ally de

fined algebras are obtained by factoring the Peanoalgebras through

the giveri e~uatio~8~ (No~e ~~at~i8 enough to show that free algebras
or a type not containing ~he arity 0 exist.)

Some details of the free algebra construction:

Gi.ven a typ~ t.~= (ni) 1 ~ i ~ k these i5 a ru~ctor K from ~. in~o the
category Alg (T.§}·~r:algebra8.of type t and a natural transrormat}-

on id~ -~-> UK (U th~ underlying runctor) such that ror every object

.1 :of ! f1 x 'and tbe 'operations of K(X) are '.monomorph and mutually dis

joi~t. Th~s is ~hown by (given XE: ob(!» defining an object of § and
•• 0 g.

mutuall:f d~8jo:i:nt m~~omorp~i~m8 X ~~ B, ;~i·B >-_1.->'.o~B

:-'(~i ~B .. ni. - ·.t~ld coproduct :of B) and then. passing tram coproduct to

P~Oduct8'bY'rOUghlyo8peaking "turping to power sets. ~ore precise:

, ;tt m 18 fl ~opomorphi8mI~hen 80 is 3 m(gm 3m :: id) j Ir m and n are

~i8joint monomofphisms then not just 3 and 3 but their valuesm n
,~~,r the ~op.e.ptJ direct imagef~nctor ~ are~ P 18 there~y thee ..:s~bf.\lnct~ror': ~(') the natural tr~nsro:mation fl'/?IDWhich into 3(

. ~tO~n~~~~jee~'A;o\iAJ 19 ari"i~ge or,~ _A_> A x gA ~> nA Fur

::.o·ttlermore if C .-J!1...~ Ao and Z -L> Aase disj oint monomorphisms {-} A-z

~and P(rn) 'ar-e where .{_}~O 18 the morphism ror whieh { }Ä ='... {.... lA.
(lJA)n n.A iA

And rinal~y tor every object A p(A)n > Q factors through

·~n.A. Thus the mutually disjoint monomorphisms X >-----> B.

§~i . .
ni- B >----> B g1ve r~se to equally mutually dis~oi~t monomorphisms

X 2-> B {-li > P(B),· p(a) ni >-"> P(n
i

-B) P(~t>' > P(B);
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Ta find the above menemorphisms x and gi in the first place let Y

denete the coproduct X + 1 + ••• + 1 ef X and n + k times 1 where
n i8 the highest arity in the type and let i x and i e 1 < e < n + k

its injecti~ns. Then B will be yN, x the rnorphism

i p
X ~> Y const. > yN (const. = .exponential adjeint cf NxY _2_> y),

and the gi: will be defined as fellows: For ~very 1 _c_> C let Sh
c

be the mo~phism CN cxC
N

> C l+N cg > CN where g is the isomorphism

fram N into 1 + N defined by

______S > N

I
I
19

"----------> l+N
i 2 (~)

(see P. Freyd: Aspects of topoi, Bull. Austral. Math~ Soc. Vol •. 7

(1972).). In sets Sh c shirts every sequence in CN one place to the

right putting c into the zeroth place thus becoming free. Then for

c + d shc'n shd = O. Let now in particular for 1 < -i ~ k, 1 ~ j < n
i

m.. = Shi. Sh t .. Then miJoAmlk = 0 for (ifj) + (l,k) and hence the
J.J J l.

&i = der [mij] J 1 < i· < kare monamorph, mutuqlly disjoint and dis

joint from x.

In the paper (I presented on the canference) I go now on defining

recursively the subalgebra X generated by a; ~ubObject X>!-> A of .'
an Algebra ~ and I use again the natural numbers to show that any

morphism from X inta an algebra B can by uniquely extended to an ho-
- n

momorphism fram the subalgebra Lx] cf K(X) generated by X >-!-> K(X)·
and finally again in defining the congruent hull of an relation.

This excessive use seems to be redundant in the wake of eh. J.

Mikkelson's fixpoint theorem, more precise, N is likely to be used
only in·the definition cf the above functor K.
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Streng Universality and Testing Categories

J. Sichler

Let !1' !2 be concrete categories with fixed forge~ful functors

!!i : ~i .. ~. A ru.11 embedding ~ : !1 .. !2 15 strong if there is a

functor ~ : Set .. ~ such that ~2 0 ~ = E Ql "(the embedding ~ is

carried by !:).

Call a category !2 universal (er binding) ·if every category of al

gebras can be fully embedded into it, ~2 i5 strongly binding

(strongly universal) if every category of algebras canbe strongly

embedded into ~2.

Let ~ be a small category and let Set~ denote the category of all

functors k + Set and all their natural transformations.

The symbol X v Y denotes the disjoint union of X,Y.

Theorem 1: Let Set~ be universal and let Q be a category of algebras.

Then there are sets a,b,c, and a strong embedding ~ : C + Set~

carried by th~ tunetor E(x) :·(xa)(b )vc. In par~ic':llar, universality

is equivalent to strang universality for any Set~.

Theorem 2: There is a finite category ~ such that the following con

~ ditions are equivalent:

(a) t is isomorphie to a tull subcategory of Set~

(b) Set! is universal.

The small category 1 thus Ittests" the universality of Set~. Questi

on: is there a small category testing the universality cf an arbi

trary equatienal class of algebras?
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Monoidal Universal Algebra in Initialstructure Categories.'
Manfred Bernd Wischnewsky

Initialstructure functors F : K + L, the c~tegorical generalization

of BourbakiJs nation of an "initial object f1 , equivalent to Kennison s

pullback stripping functors ([5]), which Wyler calles topological

functors (üO]). are extremely suitable for lifting algebraic pro

perties from the base category to the INS-category K. ([3,8,9,10]).

This article now deals with monoids in monoidal INS-categories. It

is shown, that "all" categories properties, which are valid for the

cat.egory of monaids in an arbitrary monoidal category, hold for the _

category of monoids in any monoidal INS-category K over L. The re- ~

sults stated here are even valid for arbitrary S-monoidal' algebraic

categories over S-monoidal INS-categories in the sense of ([11]).

1. Der.: Let F : K + L be a faithful, fibresmall functor. F is ealled
an INS-functor and K an INS-category~ L, "if for all small cate
gories D and al,l ru,nctors TE: [b, K] thefunctor

FT ( 6, T) .+ ( 6 , FT )

('P 6k + T) I-->(F'l' : ~Fk + FT)

has an adjoint with counit id, where (6,T) resp. (6,FT) denote the

comma categories of all cones from K to T resp. from L to FT.

If'K and L are complete, then F is an INS-functor if. and only if F

preserves limits and has a full and faithful right ad~oint. The most
wellknown examples cf INS-categories are thecategories of topolo

gical~ measurable, limit, compactly generated, or locally convex

spaces, groups, rings, sheaves ••••

Let now L = (L,CJ,can) be a monoidal category. Monoidal functor

shall always mean strict monoidal functor.

2. Lemma. Let F K + L be ~ INS Functor~ ! monoidal category

L = (L, OJean). Then~ exists at least ~ monoidal structure

2rr K, such that F : K = (K,[],can)+ L = (L,(J,can) becomes ~~
idal functor.

In general there are a lot of monoidal structures on Kwith this

property as the case or the forgetful functor from the category of

topological spaces to the cartesian clcsed category of all sets
shows.

Assurne now, that the INS-category K carries any monoidal structure,
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K = (K, D,can) ... L = (L,O,can) becomes a monoidal

Denote by MonK resp. MonL the categories of all monoids over K res~~

over L.

3. Theorem. Let F : (K, O,can) ... (L, D,can) be ~ monoidal INS-rune:..=

tor~ then the following assertions ~ valid:

1) The canonically induc~d funct~ MonF : MonK + MonL

is again ~ INs-runctor. In particular MonF is adjoint

~ coadjoint and preserves and reflects~ and epis.

2) The forgetful functor VK : MonK ... K is adjoint if and only

if ~ forgetful functor VL : MonL ... L is adjoint. If VK
is ~djoint, then VK is monadic.

3) Let H : K "'K' be !. monoidal INS-morphism~ L ([9,10). Ther;

lli induced functor MonH : MonK ... MonK' is again !!!. INS-morphi~l~

. an~ hence in particular adjoint.

4) ~o~K 15 complete, cocomplete~ wellpowered, cowellpowered if ~~~

~ if .MonL has these properties.
5) MonK ~ generators. cogenerators, proje·ctives, injectives •..

if and on1y if MonL h!! ~objects.
6) '~1onK is !. (coegualizer,~)-bicategoryif and only if.

MonL is ~ (coegualizer,mono)-bicategory.

Let k = (k.~tE). ·Mon~. Denote by Lact(k,K) the category cf all K

objects. on which k acts on the left.

4. Theorem. ~Jl' (K~D,can) -+ (L.O,can) be !monoidal INS-func-

l2!:," and ~ k be !. monoid in (K, O,can). Then the induced functop

Lao.tF ~ Lact (k •. K) ~ Lact (Fk ,L)

1s again !U INS-functor. Furthermore all assertions ~ theorem 3
!!:! valid.

5. Example: Let K be an INS-category over S e. g. the category cf

topologieal, measurable, compactly generated, zero dimensional, or
uniform spaces. The category. K(Ab) of all abelian groups in K is ?'

closed monoidal INS-category over Ab, the category of abelian group~.

The"closed monoidal structure i8 given by the "inductive tensor~~G

duct n
• The rnonoids in K(Ab) are jU8t the rings in K. The category

Lact(r,K(Ab» is the category ~f al~ K-modules over the K-rinß r.
Hence the forgetful functor K(r-mod) ... r-mod into the category cf

all r-modules in Ens i8 an INS-functor. The category K{r-mod) is

complete, cocomplete, wellpowered, cowellpowered, has generators s

cogenerators, projectives, injectives and a cononical (coequalize~,

mono) bicategory structure. But K(r-mod) is in general not abelian,

since bimorphisms need not to be isomorphisms.
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Recursion schemes and elementary Toposes

G. C. Wraith

Let ~ be an elementary topos with natural number ohjedt (NNO)

1 ~> N __0_> N.

. ~o *''1 --> 0 (X) in ~,

X _T_> a*(X)

Proposition. (Global section criterion). Given X = (A -!-> N) in ~/N

and m.aps
(i)

(ii)
x

in ~/N, then there is a unique map 1 ---> X in EIN ~uch that

o"'()() = )Co and a~(x) = t X .

Proposition. (Uniqueness criterian). Let ,T: §./N .... '~/N be :a strang

functor. Given Xo in §J if there exists an ob"ject ~'ln ~/N such that
o*(X) = X and T(X) = o*(X) then X is unique up to an isomorphism fo .
which is unique with the properiies o~(f) = l X ' T(f) =.o*(f).

o .

The uniqueness criterion may be proved by applying the global se~ti

on criterion to the object Ise(X,X') in ~/N where X,X' both s~tisfy

the same eonditions.

A natural number in E i8 a global section ef N. In EIN there is a
natural number n given by the diagonal map N + N x N. Let [nJ denote

the object. N x N _+_> N ~> N in EIN (this notation is due to

Bemabou). and ror any"natural numb;r 1 ~> N in~. let [xJ: x«([n]).

The obj ect [nJ is unique with the property 0"*[n1 = 0 ~ 0,.n1 = [nJ !Ll.

Proposition. Ir ! -f-> ~ is a geometrie morphism, then

f ~(A Lt(j) = f if (A ) [f~C.. )] •

This proposition may be proved by eonsidering the pullback f/N of f

along giN ~ ~, and proving the analogous result with Ln] in place of

[~1, using the uniqueness criterion. As a corollary, if §fin denotes

the internal full sUbcategory generated by the map NxN ~> N ~> N

(nation due to J. Benabou)J then r*(Ef · ) = Er ..
. - 1n - 1n.

Let EL-Ul denote the topos of internal funetors Er" ~ _E, where U de-
- .- ~n

notes the interna1 inelusion functor. Then ~[U] i8 an object cla~~i

fier rar ~-ToposesJ i.' e. rar any' ~-topos ! f--> ~ and objeet Y ~f F

there is a unique geometrie morphism F -ß-> ~~J aver ~, such that
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Y = g*(U). TJ1at is to say,

TOPE (~,~[u]) == F.

It fellows that any geometrie ,morphisrn ä(U] +> ~ [UJ determines a

natural endomorphisrn of TOPE' the 2-category of §-toposes. Such a
natural endomerphism gives ä streng endofunctor on each ~-topos.

ConseqUentlY, given a diagram

E ~> ~ LU] -1.-> ~[uJ

if there exists a morphism ~/N -!-> E[U} such that the diagram

____0 > EIN

commutes J then X is unique up to a unique isomorphism. It. is con
jectured that X always exists·.
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MUltipie Functor Categori~s

Oswald Wyler

n-tuple categories generalize the double categeries of Ehresman~,

~~cate~ories which g~n,~alize 2~categori~S are a specia1iz~tion~'The

consideration er n-tupie categories is motivated ~Y the ob$ervations

that adSunctions and monads in a 2-category are functors, and form
in a natural way the objects not of 2-categories hut cr double cate

$ories, and that 4-dimensional cubes in Bare needed to construct

the f~nctor 2-category F~n(A,B) of Gray,. for 2-categories A and B.
Fun(A,B) and the conjugate 2-category are also embedded irito a doub-,...., .

le functor category. 4It
We generalize 2-categories rather than the bicategories of Benabou
since this avoids very complicated coherence diagrams, and n-catego
ries surfice for our applications. All runetors will be strict in
the sense er tienabou, more'gene~al funct~rs would inevitably lead te
profunctors. The nll)orphisms only" approach is forced on us, other
wise an n-tupie category would have 2" distinct kinds of elements.

Thus we define an n-tuple category'~ as a elass, also'denoted by~,

or things caiied morphisms J with n-category actions each of which is

runetorial. with ..respect to the others. We den~te by d~Jdi'*i the do

main, ccdomain and compo'sition cf action no. i; wi th laws like

Q( a a )d j g"i f) = (dj g) *i (d j f ,

ror 'i ~ j, and middle four interchange laws.

An n-tuple category ( J with actions indexed by natural numbers
i < n, is called an n-category if always

d~d~ = da dadß
J 1. i = i j'

for i < j < n and a.e in {O. 1}. ~

Fer an' interval (er "box") B in Zn, with a i < xi < b
i

, denote by

d~B the interval cf all·x EB with x. = a. or x .. = b. respectively.
1 J. 1. 1. J.

With these domain and codomain operations, and with set unions of
intervals as compositions, intervalsthln form an n-tuple category.

We denote by [B] the subcategory of all intervals in ]ln which are

centained in a given "box'l B.

Let K be the unit cube in zn, and let ~ be an n-tuple categery. For

f ~ (., there is a unique functor f : [.K] + (L "lith f(K) = f, we ca11

f the ~ cf f. If p~ :[K] + [K) is the name of the face d~K of K,
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then we have in general

a)" ......... a
(d i f = r 0 Pi J

with co~position at right. Let K*i K be the box with 0 S xi S 2. and

o S xj ~ 1 other~lise, The "shift 11 s~ with xi 1--> ~ + xi def~nes.

functorl sO and s~, and y.(K) : K*i K defines a funetor Y1. j all from1 1 . 1

'[K] to [X,\ K). Iri the d1.agrarn

. [k:1'- ~
)~ /' ~ s~ . f
~ ~

[K1~ LK*.K1 <3,~) t((

~/ ~ _. ~jA~
· [1<1-------/ i-

the . square :a~ lett isO a p~.shout J thus <g, f) is defined irr g Jf-i f

is, rf'this is the case, then

(gili f)~ = (g,r> 0 Yi'

-.·The laws of an n-tuple categqry can be treated in -similar fashion,

. ··.·this defines the -basic theory of n-tuple categories.

-:ir A , IB are n-tuple 'categories, the morphisms of the n-tuple fune-

tor 'category [A J 'B] are functors F : [K],cA +tB Th'e functor. -xJA

preseryes the pushouts of the basic theory, thus ~-

d~ F = F 0 (p~ Je ~ )

and G*i F = <G,F>0 ( Yi 1< J}\ ) J

with <.'G ,F) obtained from a pushout diagram if di F = d~ G, defines

the operations.af an n-tuple category, Composition of functors of

n-tuple categories can be extended to functors [fB11.. J~ [JA J &1 -') riA, {"];
thus (amal·l) n-tuple categories and their functors are objects and

arrows of a cartesian closed (n+1)-tuple category.

The embedding functor from n-categories and their functors to n-tuple

categories has a right adjoint C, with cer the. subcategory of all

. f e [, such that d~ r = d~ d~ fror i < j, With [IA iB) replaced by
1 J 1 I

c[~,BJ • (small) n-categories and their functors are the objects

and arrows of a eart~sian closed (n+l)-category.

Frorn a 2-category /A , a double category r IA. of squares in il\ can
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'be eonstructed in the obvious arid easy waYj we omit details. This
can be genaralized to n-dimensional cubes in an rt-categöry in the

ObV!OUS, b~t by no means easy way. The construction involves leng
thy combin~torial consideratioris, we omit all details.

Adjunction~ in a 2-category [ are considered as objects of a doub

le functor category fR.> r c[1 , where .fl. ~as two abj ects a, b J two

arrows fand g, one of each kind, and two squares n,E. The follow

ing diagrams show domains, codomains and non-trivial cornpositions.

f
C\

b ----t 0- 11( E 1Q, I ~ lEt :=. f)

f
CA. f

1 b5J~ ffi'LA.. . = LL}

b
-r"[ ,

b

With composition of adjunctioni as third composition, adjunction~

in C are the objects of a triple category Adj « cf adjoint cubes

inC .

We regard finite ordinals n : {O, ..• ,n-l} and their order-preser
ving mappings as arrows and cells of a 2-category Awith a single

<?l?ject, ,with composition of mappings as "weak" cemposition and C?r
dinal additions as "strang" composition. Monads in a 2-category <L
are then functors fram A toL , and onjects of a full double subca
tegory Mon {. of the double functor categary [rA Ir L 1 . Adj( act~

from the left on Mon(. The Eilenberg-Moore and Kleisli constructi

ans can also be defined in this context and become functors of 2

categories, right inverse strongly right and left adjoint respecti-
vely to Itforgetfullt functors. e
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Quasi-Kan" extensions for 2-categories

J. Gray

Lecture n~tes Springer New York

Necessary and surficient conditions for exactness cf Kan
extensions.

F. Ulmer

Inventiones Mathematicae

R.-E. Herfmann
H." Lindner
Th. Thode
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